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Since 1975, when-the Adult Performance Level .(APL) Project published

recommendations for implementation of competency-based programs; the

field of adult eduCation has given such programs priority status for:the

"investment of funds for ,fesearch and demonstration. Many issues: have.

developed in relatipn to these efforts.. The need for a national farina:fir
dealing with thete concerns w identified by . State Directors of-AOult

Eduction and other n leadership'.

In Febmary., 1 a National Invitational Workshop on Adult Compe-

tency Education was convened to develop consensus on -a` variety. of

issues and questiods, and to increase participant awareness of innovative

approaches to competency-based adult education 'programs. The 200

( participits inchtOed State Directors of Adult Education, other State. staff,

university personnel, local projcct directoq and Federil education staff.
This report deals with the raajor purposes ancLconiponenti. 'of the

workshop. It is being distributed to the participants, to State -offices of

education ad to the general adult edtkation field.

Charles H. &men
Acting Deputy commissioner foe
Vecupational and Adult Education°

September,1978 S.
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A major objective of the National 'Invitational Workshop on Adult
Competency Education which: was held in -Metairie; Louisiana, on
February 22-24, 1978, was the in-depth consideration by participants in
the Workshop of a number of -critical issues or questions relating to
competency - based' adult education and the development of responses to
theset;issues'and questions. The foilowing responses to the charges giv,en
the participants. are the "products" of the workshop. Dr. Paul Taylor
discusses the process that Was utilized to identify these critical questions

.ind explains the process of developing responses in more depth in the
third part of this report. Thii section presents the actual workshop results.

Charge to the Groups:.

. Develop a functiOnar definition of Competency-Based Adlt Educa-
tion.

Response:

. Competency-Based Adult Education (CBAE) is a performance-based
process leading to demonstrated mastery of basic and life skills

1106
necessary for the individual to function proficiently jn society.

Charge to the Groups: \

Identify how coMpetency needs of adults should be determined.
Identify strategies for assuring an impact on State planning.

Response:

Conduct a study of adult competency needs as identified by

1
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agencies, employers, and local and Skate governing
officials.
asseminate the study widely.
Review and revise the results based upon to the study. sip
apply these results to State planning niec . .

Coordinate the planning effoits of State governmental. ageffies.,
. Include in planning the following item

(1) Channeling of resources to meet needs;
(2) Professional development and recognition;
(3) Specification of needs assessment techniques;'
(4) 'Learner and program accountability;
(5) Program evaluation; .

(6) Development guidelines to assist in curriculum decision
makinjr

(7) Development of consultative and communication sYsterns.to
.provide. technical assistance;

(8). Accurate data collection and reportiqg systeml. 10

Chlige to the Grotips:

'Determine critical elements of State and Federallegislation relating to
Competency-Based Adult Education.

Response:

Federal statute should provide broad authorization and funding for
programs of basic education for adults through the secondary level.
State and Federal guidelines should encourage a variety of instruc-
tional and curricular alteratives.
State and Federal guidelines should facilitate implementation of.
CBAE.
State and Federal reporting forms should accommodate thireporting
of studenfs enrolled on the basis of competency-based, as well as
grade level measures.
State laws and resolutions should address, the following issues:

(I) Progrrun accountability;
(2) Certifications for learning outcomes;
(3) LEA autonomy and flexibility;
(4) Measurement of outcomes.

Charge to the Groups:

Identify ways in which Adult Education could benefit from Compe-
tency-Based Education laws or resolutions for elementary and
secondary education.



Response:

Adult edilcation may benefit' from elementary and secondary mini-
mum competency laws in the following ways:

Fewer time restraints;
Fewer highly structured classes;
Gitater acceptability of credit by ,eiiarnination, diplomas, certifi-
cates or other demonstrations of competency;
Increased opportunities for adult educat ,,to provide leadership in 4'

defining and developing competency-based *ucation;"
Greater acceptance of the competency alt4tion approach and a
competencY-based high school diploma as an ihiernative;

s Greater numbers of adult learners.
,

Adult EdUcation could be adversely affected- elementary ands
secondary minimum competency lawfind resolutwas in the folio
ways:

Less support -of CBAE as a "r eform" because an emphasis o
basic skills acquisition in isolation;
The use or adult iducation to "compensate" for tilis in humanistic
or a ff e c t i v e areas of education'in element or ilik,ondarreduca-
tion programs.

Charge totthe Groups:

Describe coordination /facilitation roles for the US Division of
Aduk-Education concerning C-BAE.

The, conferees elected to respond to this charge under- five separate
categories presented here as five areas of reiponse.. further, since
;these responses include direttives to the Division of AdUlt Education;
the Division's comments are alto included.

Response #1

Accomplishment of objectives.

Encourage_full-time adult education programs.
Emphasize CBAE as a 309 pfkarity.
Coorie efforts among all educational levels.

9'

. Comments by the Division of Adult Ed tion:

a

The_Divi ollAdult ,Educatio recognizes that improved services
can result full-time : . In developing regulations for the
new amend is to the Adult Education Act, this principle will be
integrated ver feasible,
National prio for adult education pub by the U.S. Commis-
sioner of Ed are developed thro a broad anaiysi's of Aliqlt

3
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needs. This analysis assures that Competency-based Adult
will continue to be emphasized as a priority ai long as the

need exists.
The Division will coordinate CBAE efforts through-inforrnatibn
services provided by earingbouse ADELL, through conference
participation, workshops, resource publications such as
the ADELL state of toe scene reports.

Response #2:

Policy recommendation and interpreattion.

Proyide for national research and development.
Discourage the use of national testing for adults.

.

Comments by the Division of Adult Education:

Research, and demonstration authorities contained in proposed
amendtnents to the Adult Education Act may be utilized for
Competency-Based Adult Education projects:
The Division of Adult education does not support a national
competency test. Current regulations leave to each State the respon-
sibility for education .and the assessment of educational attjinment.

Response #3:

Providing technical assistance and human resources.

Maintain effective communications with the States.
-Maintain a USOE contact person for CBAE.
Provide resources to State and regional levels.

- Provide technical assistance for evaluation, reporting, and research.

Comments by the Division of Adult Education:

CBAE technical assistance will continue to be provided to States via
telephone, written and on-site communications, and through the
national infolmation Clearinghouse ADELL, conference participa-
tiorr, sponsored workshops, liaison with other. USOE assistance
programs and selected publications on CBAE.. In additioq to a full-
time CBAE facilitator on staff, additional Division staff-time can be
applied to critical CBAE issues and resource needs.
The Research, Development, Diiseminatiorkad Evaluation authority
contained in the proposed amendments could provide additional
resources to support CBAE.



Re !P.m #4:4

Dissemination of research, materials, and products.

Provide a national forum for issues.
Share evaluations and project reports.

dmmsents by the Division AdulEducation:

Useful dissemination of available research and ,other products is a
, critical condern for the total adult education program. To provide for

the exchange of information and ideas, the Division of Adult
Education plans ically sponsor dissemination activities such
as the National V. We will, of course, continue to cooperate
with NAPCAE and AEA in their conference Planning relatecl_to
CBAE.
Clearinghouse ADELL will also facilitate information exchanges and
linkages on a continuing basis.

Response IPS:

Encourage professional development and activities.

Provide forum for national issues in staff development.
-Pro staff, development opportunities. -#

_r .iiri,sion. .
Comments by the of Adult Education:

The Division recognizes the importance of continuing staff develop-
ment,.especially_as more full-time CBAE programs 'and jurifessional
positions become established. Subject to the availability of funds, the
dissemination and evaluation authorities contained in the proposed .

Education Amendments of 1978 can enablEthe Office of Education
to address national issues in staff, development and to disseminate
eiemplary training models which prdinote effective CBAE programs.

.
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N. A Review of Comietency-Based Adult Education

by Joan Keller Fischer

°

The purpose of this paper is to feiieW. the research and activities in
i Competency-Based Adult Educations Before delving,. into the research and

aztivitie however, the term "Competency Based Education" as it is
used m s paper must Oe defined. Beginning in the 60's tee term became

many types of.education. We had, competency based reading
m tion, teacher education, etc. More recently, CBE has acguired a
more spebific meshing and has become associated with acquisition of
skills needed by the general public to survive socially and economically in
our society.

COMPETENCY BASED EDUCATION

If we accept competence as meaning the possession of required
knowledge, skills and abilities, then CBE differs from past education in
assumptions and approachei rather than goals. The emphasis is on
applying and doing rathek than on just demonstrating possession of
knoWledge. Yes, knowledge is involved, but it is integrated with skills
and abilities so as to carry out a task.

Three characteristics are common to definitions of CBE.

(1) Precise learning objectives and criteria for meeting objectives are ,,,

known to and mutually determined by the teacher and the student.
Objectives are stated in behavioral terms, and the objectives,4,
criteria, means of_assessment and alternative activities for develop,
ing .the competency are public information. Activities are a means,
to an end rather than ends in themselves..

(2). Accountability rests on the student's attainment of the o6jectivts.
The knows that she/he must demonstrate the competency
and what is neeessary for its demonstration.

,4f
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(3). The rpstruction is personalized. The learner has input in selecting,: 7,
objectives and activities and proceeds at his/hei-own pace.

A recent definition by Spady reflects an added element. He defines
CBE as:

I.

A data- based, adaptive, performance oriented set of integrated
processes that facilitate, measure, record and 'Certify within the
complex of flexible time parameters the demonstration of known,'

4 explicitly stated and agreed upon. learning outcomes that
successfid fimctionitii in life.rdies.

:(Spady, January, 1977). .

- .

,This definition applies to a total spiel; one which if we exclude the-
lastigrve words, can be apPlietr any'eaucatiorial resin'. This review of.
competency based adult" education; however, emphasizes the' concept
implied-inthose last five wordssuccessful functioning in life roles.

_ Rather than grapple with the intricate wording of the definition itself, -

we will aincentrateon the six-critical elements implied in the definition.
These are:

, (1) Outcomes: Competeniies.CcimpetenCies are indication; of suceess-
fiti performance' in life rple 'activities. They are distingitished_front
capacftieS;'-whiCh include the basic skills. Capacities are integrated

, and adopted (applied) to social tasks; they enable attainment of the .

comPetencies. Capacities' alone do not insure. cortietency. 'For. a
program to concentrate' on 'CBE means nutier changes in. cutrieti-
linns, instruction and evaluation. Concentration On capacitieslin-

. plies less drastic changes, but. outcomes that are ,'more narrowly
focused. Rather than the application of 'skills, the t of
skills becomes the goiti, not theNmeans to the goal. Choice of
is a major issue. . .

(2) Time: Flexible 'and: secondary to goals.. There re . no rigid 4time
constraints for instruction and evaluation. This factor challenges the.
traditional ofganizaqon of instruction' around semesters and classes
and grading based on studeni comparisont.

(3) InstrUction-' Again, leaf ring opportunities are. secondary togoals or
''outrwornet. The sipportuiiiiies must be known, agreed upon,: readily .

available and closely tied to the goals: Instruction may consist ofa
range of activities and experiences rather than a prescribed set.
Students can choose among those activities that arevpropliate tq
them. These experiences extend beyond the school walls.' The
range of instruction is guided by the choice of goals,

(4) Measurement: trite for performance is explicit, known and
agreed upon, and ;rite erenced. Recordkeeping is essential.
CoOrdination of instruction and aluation may be complex. ,

(5) Cetification: The verified' demoyistrAtion of competencies consti-'
.

8
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- .
student':

.
iiutes the exclusive criterion for .studenr,success, 'program place-

. 1
Ment,itertification and graduation.

;-.._:- Attendance and time put in are irrevant. A .

i:6) Program Adaptability: Mechanisms for collecting student riottil-
.

Alice data must be built into the system. This data 4,u not Oiily,' 7
°' ' for making decisions about incliitiduals but about the program:'

, well Studentst performance is-7considerecii. A reflection otii their
ability and efforts as,well as a reflection of the program itself,:

....

Though ,Spady's dikussion of CBE is in the 'context of adolescent
ondary' schooling, the definition is appropriate to adult education. In

it is in adtilt education, with its emphasis on responsiveness to adult
Oes and flexibility, that we are more likely to, see the gctualizatioth

,*- , BE...N.:... 1, ,i. '
ae An underlying assumption of the view of,CBE as expressed by Spady
44.' that capabilities of high school graduates and of many. adults are

.1'
inadequatenadequate to functions successfully as an adult. Simply stated there is a

'need. Additionally, the CBE viewpoint assumes that the competenciesmpetencies
,

an be spe and that educational programs can respond to that need.'
. ,

e:.
.., :. e.

REVIEW OF ADULT CBE RESEARCH AND ACTIVITIES

In reviewing the activities and research related to Competency Based
Adult Education (CBAE) we, will focus on four questions:

(1) Do we knov.; what the competenties are?
(2) Do .we have the means of measuring competencies?
(3) Dowe have the means of providing instruction?
(4) What is the effect of CBAE instruction?

Although the review, will be organized around questions ne and fbur,
' information pertinent to all four'qUestions will be provided.

Do We Know What the Comktencies Are?

A major step "towards identifying the need and the competencies was
taken with the Adult Performance Level (APL) Study, okhich also issued
the most widely 'quoted figures regarding the degree of competency
among adults. The APL study was funded by USOE to the University Of
Texas at *tin "to specify the functional competencies related AO
economic and educational success in today's society and to develop
devices for assessing those competencies in the adult pOPulatiOn of the
United States." (APL, August, 1977) ,

Functional 'competency as presented in APL involves the integration of
skills and knowledge as is depicted in the figure (1), '

The field research conducted by. the rekarchgri became the basis .frit
developing performaace indicators designed to Wlect life related compe-
tencies; These were then administered to a nationally representative'

9
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Figure I. The APL Concept of Functional Competency

Knowledge . Consumer Community Government
stela s econonecii resources law .

Skills

Health
Occupational

knowledge

Communication skills
Computation
Problem Solving
Interpersonal relatioes

*4

t s

sample' of United States adults, The estimates of functional, competency
arrived at in this study indicated that approximately 20% of the population
are not functionally competent, 34% are marginally competent and 46%
are adequattiy proficient.,

While the , APL study is a good beginning irk specifying necessary
competencies, the research procedures and the competencies have been
questioned. This questioning is healthy and can lead to improving
outcome statements, Spady's first and focusing element of CBE. The
issue, though, is Can we specify, measure and subsequently mandate
universal competencies common to adult life. There is much work to be
done before this issue can be settled.

In response to APL several validation studies have been undertaken to
determine the appropriateness of the APL curriculum objectives. Most of
these activities have concentrated on appropriateness for specific popula-
tions, primarily, the under-educated adults our ABE programs are
designed to serve. Some the studies also involve teachers. By and
large these studies relate receptivity to functional competency instruc-
tion. California is, however, presently conducting a needs assessment
which includes field research to specify additional competencies.

The New Jersey Study.

Possibly the most thorough study that has been completed was
undertaken in New Jersey. Flaherty, under a 309 grant from the New
Jersey State Department of Education, sought to document the reaction _

of that state's-A0E students to competencies identified in the APL study.
She was especially interested in ascertaining the selfrperceived nerds of
students as, a guide for developing curriculum. .A secondary objective was
to investigate the relationship of basic skills and functional competency.

To ascertain the felt needs of students, a structured interview schedule
was designed, field tested and revised. Fourty-two (42) statements were
written to reflect the five (5) AP / knowledge areas and the sixty-five (65)
objectives. (For each Of the statements students were asked questions
regalding their interest in learning the skill, how much they already know
about it, and the necessity to learn fit. Olie competency for each
knowledge area was selected for more in-depthprobing.

10
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Table 1. New Jersey Students

Competency area
Mean percent want

, to learn

Meaq,geriaeat necessary

Oct upational knowledge
Gol'ernment and law
Consumer economics

ealth _.
reommunity resources

r
..or

71.3
71.7
60.2
52.3
47.8

'

40:1
38.0
36.8
27.7
23.5

1

The API, survey was read to each, participant and the Reading
Comprehension subtest of rABE, Level M was administered to explore
the relationship between functional, competency and baiic skills. Inter-
views and tests were given to two hundred four (204) randomly selected
ABE students.

The inclusion of questions reiuding "what to learn" and "necessary
to learn" is an interesting approach. Though it is difficult to distinguish
between the two questions, since both are "felt" responses, in all
instances the percentage of participants indicating they want to barn a
specific competency is higher than the percentage thinking it is-necessary.
to learn it (see Table 1). Overall, over 50% of those surveyed want to
learn tasks associated with the first four (4) competency areas, though in
not one case was the overalk mean for perceived necessity over 50%.
Across the five (5) knowledge areas the competencies students wanted to
learn most were:

(I) Where to gc ..elp if cheated 85.8%
(2) Fringe benefits offered by different employers 83.3%
(3) Filling out an income tax form 82.8%
-(4) How the government spends your tax dollar 81.3%
(5) How laws are made 81.3%
(6) Where to get information (on anything) when you need it. 80.3%
(7) Where to get help finding ajob 78.9%
(8) How,the court system works 77.9%
(9) What to do and say at ajob interview' 7.7.5%

(10) Rights of a person when arrested 75/5%

Those in which they expressed the least interest were:

(1) How to rfad medicine labels 30.9%
(2) Methods hf birth control 30.7%
(3) How to read a bus or train schedule 30.5%
(4) Ordering from a restaurant menu 24.5%
(5) How to use a telephone directory_ 19,6%

Noticable differences in responses were found among subgroups of
participants..

In considering the students' self-perceived knowledge; 50% felt they
knew little or nothing about twenty one (21) of the competencies. Based
upon the findings, Flaherty strongly suggests that students want to learn
those competencies about which they know the least.

15



When students were asked their reasons for enrolling in the program,
at least 48 percent specifically mentioned the tIED as related to their
goal., e.g.,_ further teducation or jobs. In addition, 4.9 perdent and 17.6
percent respectively indicated they wanted 'further education or a. job/ .

better life without mentioning the certificate. Only 5.4 percent stated a'
reason relating to coping skills. The subjects or skills students most
wanted to learn were:

24.5%Math e, 4.0%Spellint 22.5%Job Skills
24.3% Language 3.0%Writing 1.5%-lLife Skills
17.5%English 23.0% Reading. 4.0%Other

The following subjects were ranked as first, second or third choices
from a prespecified list:

Total of First.
Subject three choices
Reading .64.1%
Jobs and Working 53.4%
Math 52.5%
Writing 39.7%
Health 26.5%
Buying and Money 25.9%

With the exception of jobs and working, the basic skills were ranked
higher than life skills. The job skills students wanted pertained to specific
vocational skills rather than Fnel'alized skills included in APL.

To explore the relationships4of student estimations of their abilities apd
ability as assessed by APL, an analysis of seventeen (17) overlapping
interview and survey items ai completed: Students were found to
correctly estimate competenc0jp5 percent of the time.

Based upon her analysis of findings the author concludes that:

(1) ABE students in New Jersey are interested in learning competen-
cies.

(2) Neverthejess, their priority is for basic skills. She further recom-
. mends that basic skills should define the structure and sequence of

instruction, but that that instruction should be inundated 'with
practical applicatiiqns.

The Region X Study

In Region X, Leslie Pickens and Nanc$, Sellers (1976) conducted a
"User Needs Assessment Survey" to find out which Consumer Econom-
ics objectives were of greatest importance to ABE students. The results
would determine which curriculum materials should be developed first.
The survey included the states of Idaho, Washington, Oregon and Alaska.

A survey instrument which consisted of twenty (20) statements was
designed. Respondents were asked to indicate how important it was for,
materials to be developed in each area. ABE students from the four (4)
states were surveyed. Out of four hundred sixty (460) surveys distn uted
three hundred eighty two (382) were returned from the thr (3)

-12
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Table 2. Region X Survey Major Results
OE . °

Overall
student

response *

,
Oregon'

4.

Washington 'Idaho Alaskd

(I) How to use math in han-
dling money. (APL 2)

(2) How teeinake and use a
budget. (APL #3)

iN*7fit How and where.) to -get
the best buy, that is.
ho --to compare prod-
ucts and services. (APL
#1,)t,

(4) How to get help when
; . yob get a bact product or

service.(Ape #19)
(S) How to get the best

place for your family to
. live. (APL #13)..._.\._

(6) Hdw to get insurance for
you and your family.
(APL #18)

76.0%

4 74.,6yp

1

63.5%

.

67.7%

, 72.9%

70.7%

(134)

79.1%

70.1%

60.4%

67.2%

72.4%

73.9%

(174)

,..
\ . 73.0%

'77.0%

64.4% ,

64.4%

69.0%

66.1% .

(73)

78.1%

78.1%

. i
y ,,

: 1 ,
72.6%"

,. ,iv
.. 78.1 0

.
\ ,

83.6 %'. \ ,\ \

75.3%

(25)

88%.

$6%

52%

72%

56%

60%

*Does not include Alaska.

.1°
contiguous states. Subsequently, twenty five (25) surveyi were returnedfrom Alpska. Table 2 lists the areas most frequently rated as most
important. Responses for' Alaska were similar, thotte not identical.
Generally, a lower proporation of Alaskan students rated, the objectives
as very important. In all four (4) states the lowest ranked objective was,"How to orderd and tip in a restaurant:"

. ,
.

. , i
The resultialso indicated that variations in rated importance existed forstates, sexes, certain ethnic groups, age, and income. Teachers rated the

objectives somewhat diSere ,ly than did student," .°'

. t f' is ''./, . v° -
Tv'bit- - #58,-. ;'The Pennsylvania Study 'i. 44 \' 4 : N V '

A statewide ABE Asses"sine OA' Baia ,b PennsylvaniaState Univeristy (Lindsey I , -teacher andstudent receptivity to rie- th i°5. , ,. .. .' i ghty (1,580)
students and two hundred ,kvefity se .,"

, c.* : -' 14i If from' sixty
-

(60) programs inthe state were survey , he sure igtednof twenty(20) general behavior statements illust ing the reading, writing, compu-
tation, and .problem-solving tasks Associated with each APL knowledge
area (see figure 2). Students were asked if they could do tasks like this
now and if they would likeinstruction in these 'taskS in their ABE
programs. Teachers mere askedif they taught these types of competencies.
now and the importance of each for their students. Additional information

e
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Figure 2. APL Objective Behaviors

CONSUMER ECONOMICS;
.

I. Reading: Being able to read,- catalogi: :consumer guides, advertisements, and
similar materials, in order to selecj goqdsind services that you need daily.

2. Writing: Being able to writ a check, fill out a bank deposit slip, file an insurance

claim, etc. 4.

3.' Computation: Being able to select the best buy in a food store by calculating cost', $.

1. per pound, Cost per qu,art, etc. for different brands of'the same product'.
.

4. Problem Solving: Knowing what to do when you feel the% a store has misrepre- '

sented a product through advertising, or *at you have been ove?clarged, etc.

OCCUPATIONAL KNOWLEDGE:.
5. Reading: Being'able to read andiunde and r lations about your eligibility ior

union and company benefits, unemployment co pensation, etc.
6. Writing: Being able to write a letter in respo to a help-wanted ad, and being

able to fill out appliCation.
7. Computation: Being able to figure out your take-home

4pay when you have worked
partol the time at yoUr regular rate and part of time at an overtime rate.

8. Problem Solving: Being able to read help-wanted ads and select a job that matches

your interests and abilities with job requirements.
HEALTH:

.

9. Reading: Being able to read a health insurance policy and understandAow much

you have to pay and how much the company wilrpay toward your hospital costs

for a particular illness or injury.
-4110. Writing: Being able to fill out an application,for a health insurance claim, or to

write a note to your child's school to explain that he was 'absent because of

illness.
II. Computation: Knowing how to figure out the total number of calories in a meal

from a chart showing the calories contained in various foods.
12. Problem Solving: Being able to plan a family menu so that you can chopse

variety of inexpensive foods that provide healthy well-balanced meals.' ° -

COMMUNITY RESOURCES: -

13. Reading: Being able to use a road map, and to know how to read bus, ti-ain, and

airline schedules,
14. Writing: Being able to write a lette- to a hotel Or motel before starting on a trip in

order to reserve rooms for your family.
15. Computation: Being able to figure 'out how much additional money you would

have to pay for gasoline next year if the state gasoline tax is increased by twenty
i two percent.
16. Problem Solving: Being able to decide quickly which agencies or community _

service groups to call first in different emergency situations.
GOVERNMENT AND LAW:

11. Reading: Being, able to read and understand the directions for filling but an
individual income tax return.

18. Writing: Being able to write a letter to your congressman explaining your views or

opinions on a current issue.
.

19. Computation: Being able to determine the number of U.S. Senators and -

Representatives from your state When you know the population of the state:
20. Problem solving: Being able to decide when your constitutional rights have been

violated, and to know what to do about it.

Students were asked to indicate whether they could or could not "do tasks like this now," and wlkther. if an adult

education course could leach theM "to do this sort of task well." they would take such course. Teachers wpm given

the same list of statements and were asked to indicate whether they (aught this type of competency specifically:

whether (if they did not teach it as such) they provided training in the skill involved; and how important they

considered this type of competency for their students.

14
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Table 3. apPermsylvanhi Study

Instructional
level g

50 perch of the 50 percent of the
students said teachers said

Can't do Would lake Don't teach ' Important1-4 r
us

14 20 6 15444 - .. 7 '17 3 17
9-12 5 i1 6.. i9

f . , .

on the sating of compete cieg was gathered in a followup viorIcshop. To
- ascertain the need for competency instruction, items fibhi \ 'the Texas-

version of the APL Survey were administered to students at three (3)
instructipnal levels. To conserve tjme for administration, four (4) Parallel
Wits or equal difficulty were Compiled and a simultaneous person-item

4amOling,techniqueused.
. ( Scores on the APL Survey indicated that over half of the ABE students

'.: fell into the*APL I category. Not surprisingly, the proportion of students 1

falling into the, three (3) APL levels was associated with their instructional
level. Hence, more students at the I-4instructional level were,Flassified
as APL I while fewer at the higher instructiona leveislvere,sitnilarly
classified.

1 ,

The responses to the behavior statements were perceptual and should
therefore be viewed as indicatio s of receptiVity. Table III summarizes
student and teacher responses. Interestingly, the aVthor noted' that there,
appeared

..

to be little relationship between student self-assessment of
,ability and actual performance on related test items.

Rankings of knowledge areas based on student interest, teacher
estimations of importance, and wqrkshop participaattupriorities differed
slightly. Rankings according to instructional level also varied (see Table.

t4). Yet, there was general agreement that Occupational Knowledge wa

Table 4. Comparative Rankings of APL Knowledge Areas for Each ABE Gradr Level by
Student Interest, Teachers' Estimates of Importance; and Workshop Participants'
Priorities for Curriculum Development

API. knowledge area

Ranking of ° Teachers' Priority for
student ranking of curriculum
interest importance development

(Survey data)
.7

(Survey data) (Workshop data)

Instructional Instructional
level level level

1-4 5-8 9-12 1-4 5-8 9-12 1-4 5-8 9-12

OccupationaliknoWedge I 2 1 I ., I I 1

COnsumer economics 2 5 1 2 2 2 2 2
Health 5 3 4 5 3 3 3 3
Cominunigty 'resources 3 4 5 4 5 4 4 4 4
Government and law 4 1 ' 2 3 4. 5 S 5 5

15
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Table S. Ranking of APL Knowledge Areas \.°
Administrators Teachers Students

Consume? ecpnomics
Communitf resources
Government and law
Health 1

Occupational knowledge

5
2
4
3

2

3

4 la
.4

'Rated most important Tar more frequently than the Number 2 listed priority.

of greatest importance with Oinsumer. Economics regarded as next in

importance. tSurvey inforthati n regarding student and program goals is relevant in

yinterpreting the Po villal use' of APL. The Avo (2)' most highly, ranked
'student goals, according to cbunselors, were:

(1) Preparation for the 'High School Equivalency Exam.

(2) Increased self-confidence. , f

Increased ability to cope with adult life roles and problems was ranked as
.

third. The preference foi instruction leading to a secondary certificafe .,)
was further supported by supervisor and student responses.

4

The Southeast

In the Southeast, .admillis tors, teachers and students vifte surveyed

to measure", APL. pfocesses d their effectiveness. Only programs._
'incorporating APL were surveye A d erent instrument was: used to
survey each of the groups. Thou -frost of the responses came from

A Alabama programs, one program each from Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,
Mississippi, South Carolina and Tennessee was included. In all, twenty
six (26) administrators, seventy five (75) leachers and five hundred (500)

students were surveyed. Generally, the resPonses indicated a positive
reaction to APL instruction.

Each of the three (3)1 groups was asked to rank the five (5) APL
knowledge areas accoidin/ to importance. Rankings are listed in Table 5.

Acro5s the three (3) groups there was unanimous agreement between
teachers and students in their rankings. Administrators agreed only to the

extent that Community Resources was of Jeast importance. Interesting,ly,
Health was ranked most important by 41% of the teachers and 77% of

the students. It is dyficult toproject reasons for this response.

Connecticut

Win Adkins= Reconnaissance Survey
approach to identifying coping'behavio
incorporates a counseling inteFview n

16
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,,..

qualitative fortnation. Adkins' differentiates his approach from APL in

that he places a greater emphasis on, the psycholotiCal and social

proble of living rather than "On literacy and acquisition of knowledge.

Recen y, Adkins conducted a study for the Conneciticut State Depart -

men of Education to determine the life problems and doncei-ns ,of the

A educationally disadvantaged in the Valley Regiodal ABE, program area.
g

Interviews, with two hundred fifty eight (258) people from nine (9) groups

of people considered to be in greatest need of ABE, instruction were

conducted.
Statements from those interviewed were analyzed and catemized by a

research team; The fruits of this analysis are much too extensive to be'

reported adequately in this paper. Seven (7) major categories of problenis

were specified. For each category numerous problems and concerns and

generalized problem statements are listed. Each is followed by several'

substatements. The seven (7) major problem clusters were:

ADKINS CLUSTERS

Occupational and Career Problems.
Problems in Liiiing in Community.
Problems of Personal Growth and Development.

Problems in Relating to Otherg.
Medical and Health Problem's.
Marriage and Family Problems.
Problems of Being a Parent.

Clearly, similarity between these clusters and the APL knowledge and

skill areas exists. Also, a quick perusal of the probleM statements suggests

that, although Adkins sought to identify psychological and social prob-,

lems, many of the problems related to knowledge and skills, e.g.,
vocabulary and specific types of information. Other statements reflected

complaints regarding current praCtices and life situations.

An in-depth examination coMparing the problem statements and the

APL objectives nd tasks would., be interesting. While specific-Vinilarities

would be discdstar)ed, it is also ,fikely that other necessary. competencies

would be suggested.

St6dies in Progress

Alaska: In Alaska a needs assessment of Adult Basic and Literacy
Program participants is underway. A survey consisting of eighty one (81)

statements interpolated from the sixty five (85) APL objectives has been

developed. Competencies specific to Alaskan communities are also to be

identified.
California: An extensive project, to identify functional competencies

and to assess the Reeds of adults is currently underway. The study is

being conducted by NOMOS Institute under a grant from the California

17
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A. i ,.,
, Division of Adult and Community Education. .proposes plan incites

the Specification of necessary 4loinpetencies. Though the 'APf. results ill
. be cdnsidered the research deiign suggests that the list of California. coiiipetenciel Will vary, possibly .to a great extent, from those 'specified

:by APL. Pefformance indicators for each of the competencies arelo_ be
Airing). k stratified random sampling of California's ado') p6pulation will
then be undertaken. - t'S , ,,

"..1,Prior to acquiring th grant for the , statewide Reeds atistiament,
NOMOS interviewed repreOntatiJes 0:tidy seirens(47) federal; state and
local government agencies. Some of theresults of that study, 'though,,

4 : .. limited to agencies, are pertinent to our discitssion Of necessary comPeten-
Gies. In response ,o a' question probing the agencyN concerns abOtti
functional,CoMpetencies, the following types of comments were elicited:

(1) The public has little or no competency problems
(2)- The public needs communication skills /ability to ask ques-

tions/articulate needs
X

(3) The public needs basic skills in receiving informatibn:

` Stated by-
repre)entittiyes

12

24

(a) Basic reading skills
16

(b) Basic comPutational skills
16

(c) Special competencies (e.g., map reading) 24
(d) Special skills for locating resources add information 12

(4) The public needs to change attitudes and behaviors. 22
(5) The public needs English language skills 11

41, (6) The public needs consumer skills
'18(7) The public needs interpersonal skills
12

(8) The public needs realistic knowledge of societal expectations/
legal requirements

24(9) The public needs salable skills/wherewithal to earn money
without resort to crime . 10

Many of the. specific responses reflected competencies related to that
particular agency. The most frequently mentioned competencies were
those which enable people to receive, inforination. The 'authors further
state that, "although these concerns entail a specific content, they all
view the' developinent of positive attitudes as the key . . ." The following
specific skills and attitudes were mentioned:,

SPECIFIC LITERACY .SICIIAS

ability to measure
ability to interpret allocation plans
tounderstand transit maps, schedules, transfer-requirements
to read,tecimical pesticide safety warnings.
to use a telephone book
to find the right bureau within a beaurocracy
for aged, to secure their discounts and entitlements
to ask the right question of an agency
to identify key issues and eliminate extraneous information

.I8
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IATTITUDES
) -..

use of mass transit
. knowledgelof environmental hazards.. 0

broaden women's employment expectations
P ' ,

work, e.g., puncluallty ..
preventive rather quip crisis-oriented healycare
good (non-criminal) moral character.

---1---- . land use, camp a* safety, conservatiow principles
knoyvledgf .of tax laws and IkS record-keeping requirements

--, consumer:rights and perdgatives
/..,., .

consumer'attitude of "something for nothing" and bargains
interpersond skills related to job application, interview, courtesy,
presentation of self. .
English language skills
salable skills

,
As can be seen many comments dictate competencies consistent with

the APL *ills and knowledge 'SoMe of. the specific abilities;
however, i0pol,k ertiphaaized in4 A L' objectives and tasks. Agency
representatives were asked to commenlon the APL objectives (the exact
list used was riot indicated). While there was qualiffed approval, the
people interviewed indicated that some tasks were inappropriate, unreal-
istic, or overly detailed. Some representatives thought that important
competencies were overlooked or were emphasized too much or' too little.
Some of those were:

COMMENTS ON THE APL OBJECTIVES

information on specific environmental hazards
metric conversions
basic fire safety
most common forms of consumer fraud
consumer legal responsibility
alchoholisin
federal job application form
units on interpersonal skills
assertiveness, especially towards bureaucracy
places too much emphasis on reading skills, not enough on listening.

I eo I need all the competencies; some are too specialized
and tec mat
the crite6a on occupational information is geared towards the top
75% of the occupational status hierarchy

Tholigh this information is derived from a very confined source, it
represents the reaction of a different group than the -ABE students
included in the previous studies reviewed.
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WHAT IS THE EFFECT OF CB4E INSTRUCTION? ,

A few mports which provide information on the'provision'add/or effect
of instruction related to life competencies are available. As in the previous
section, these will tt reported according to the areal . whith they exist.,

is
.

thider a grant from the Louisiana Bureau of Adult and Community
Education, a compaiative study of traditional and APL. instruction 'was
conducted (Dauzat, 1977). Though ten (10) ABE prograni situ were
initially included in the study, data was provided * six (6). The final
sample included one hUndred thirty six (136) ABE students. In each site
two (2), groups of students were designated: The control group received
the standard ABE program of basic skips instruction while the experimen%
41 group received life skills instruction:based on the AISL objectives.
both' groups were given the California Achievement Test and the APL
Survey before and after instructfm. Summaries of each site's experiences
suggest that variations in APL instructional content, procedures, time,
and students existed from site to site. It appears that basic skills were
systematically taught in addition to life skills in many, if not all, of the
experimental groups.

The pit and posttest scores for the two (2) groups on the CAT and
APL Measures were:

CAT APL
Pre1 Post Pre Post

Control 6.4 . 7.8 21:35 25.65

Experimental 5.2 7.6 18.40 26.40

The changes in the test scores for the control group were 1.3 on the
CAT, 4.2 on APL. For the experimentaljroup the changes were 2.4 and
8. Table 6 prOvides information for each site.

To determine if changes in scores for the two (2) groups differed
significantly, a t-test was used. Data from all participants were combined
because the sample sizes for each site were took small to compute t-tests
for each. The differences in score changes were significant at thi .05 level
on both the CAT and the APL. Scores of the experimental group
increased significantly.rnore than did those for the control group on both
the basic skills and life skills measures. An analysis of variance further
supported this finding regarding changes-in score for the two (2) groups.

Regression analysis Tevealed no simple linear relationship between
change in test score and instructional time. This possible relationship was
further investigated by dividing the change in test scores by the number
of hours studied. A t-test analysis revealed that the CAT' increase per
hour studied differed significantly for the two. (2) groups at the .05 level.

(11_p significant' difference existed, for the APL change. Hosed on these

, 20
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Table 6: Lotdidatut Study

Group N Grade
Ale cornAted

Pr
CAT

Post
CAT

Pre
API,

Post 1. Hours Of Weeks in
APL attendance operation

I __;___I_Control 5
Experimental 4

2 Control 6
Experimental 5

3 Control 4
..1... Experimental 4

4 Conirol 6
Experimental 66

5 -Control 3
-Experimental 4

6 Control 10
!Experimental 19

, II

24.6 9.0.
34.5 ;7.75

/38.2 . 5.83
40 6.0
n.15 9.0
3615 9.2
13.00 8.33
20.E 8.5
32 10.0

, 26.75 49.26
35.1 8.0
33.32 6'.7

5.8
6.45

'6.78
5.74
545
5.53
5.43
4.69
7.13
7.22
7.4
MI

7.7
10.5

7.87
7.7
5.6
6.3
6.55
7.22
9.(26

8.3
9.1

8.78

21.6
21.0
2549
20:1
11.5
21.7

.18.8
1548
27.33
21.75
22.2.
26.6

22.4
-23.2 1
27.2,
28.0
17:5
*28.0 .
22.00
24.2
25.33
27.25
31.9
33.6

138.4 26
320.75 26
138.7 , 24.
80.6 24

131 "i , 20
168.5 20
183 25
234 25
169.74 39
66.5 39

(33.2 t 27
99.05 27

°C- 34
E 192

.136

results it was concluded that the experimental group out -performed the
control group on the basic skills test but not on the coping skillslest.Because of the many uncontrolled factors, this finding must beinterpreted, cautiously. If accurate and bonie out in subsequent research, /the implication is that life skills instruction may result in greater .improveMent in basic skills than does general, sequential kiasic skillsinstruction. Moreover, it suggests that both types of instruction result inproportionately the same gains

ro
on a test of coping skills considering theiamount of instruction pvided tone possible explanation for this finding

is that the APL Survey is heavi turated with basic s41,s,
One last finding from this study is pertinent. Of the letal number of twohundred twenty six (226) enrolled students, seventy three (73) left the

program, resulting in an overall retention rate of 68 percent. The retention
rate for the control group was 63 percent while that for the experimentalgroup was 71 percent. It appears, then, that not only did the coping skillsinstruction result in-greater test score changes, it also tended to hold thestudents in the program. ,

New England

In New England, a life skills tifdot project involving six (6) learningcenters in three (3) states and the Adult Education Resource Center ofWorcester State College was implemented in 1976. The project wassupported by the adult education offices of the state education agencies in
Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Maine. Though the project activitieswere primarily directed toward providing instruction, pre and post APLtest data were collected.
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Table 7. Average Changes In Pre and Post Scores on theACT /APL Survey

Peabody ,t; Saco Somerville: Worcester .
(Spring) (Spine (Spring) (Spins)

4

Number of students r '5 , -71 6 16

Occups400al knowledie 4._ 1.2P* 0.5 0.2 0.0

P onsurdir economits - 0.8. I .9f 0.8*
tH alth .. is 0.8, yt 1.7t 1.3**- ' VOt

Contmunitylepources.._. 0.8 .. 0.7 0.3 - t',1.4t

Government and lay,/ 1.4 __ 1.7t -0.3 ' Or9t

Total ' I 414 '""- bit 2.3 3:r
.. I .

tp< .01.
p<,05,

,

"f

a A
44

I

The initial design called for, two (2) Aft: grou to be4rganized in ea b

site, oneinithe fall, another in the spring. A minimum of one hundred and

twenty (120) hours ofjnstructioh was to be provided to, fifteen (15) people

in each grouppYarjations in program operations, however, prevented the
formation -oftwo,(2) groupS per program. The instructional periods varied
for each group/lastingfrom eighty (80) to one hithdred and twenty (120)

hours.
For groups beginning instruction in the fall, the Texas version of the

APL Survey was used. The ACT/APL Survey was adopted for groups
beginning after January 1, 1977. Test data were supplemented with

student and staff interviews and comments derived - from the staffs in

monthly meetings.
Because.time, instruction and students varied from site to site, data for

each site were analyzed separately. This resulted in small sample sizes.,

The nonparametric sign test and a significance level of .10 were Therefore

used.
Analysis of results for nine (9) groupsfour (4) in the fall, four (4) in

the spring, one. year long indicated that for even ,(7) groups total
changes in total APL scores were Significant at the .Q1 level. For another
group, composed of ESL students, the change was sirificant.at the .10'
level. Score cfianges in individual content areas were significantlydifferent

on at least the .10 level in thirty two (32) out of a possible forty five (45)

instances. Tables 7 and 8 provide additional statistics.
To ascertain whether there was a relationship between topics taught \

and test score changek, a contingency table was composed from question-
naire and test data. An X2 was computed and found to be significant at

the .05 level. The contingency coefficient, similar in concept to a
correlation coefficient, was .38, with the highest possible coefficient for 2

x 2 table being .71. It appears that score increases were related to
instruc6On provided,

Student and teacher reactions to instruction were positive. Interestingly,

initial interviews with students indicated that they wanted to improve

22
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Tat* S. Ave rage Differences inPre and Past APL survey Scares With th the Texas Serra

.

Winchester
MU Year)

Peabody

(Pau)
Saco

(Fall)

.

'' ° Somerville
Wall)

Worcester
(Fall)

Number of students
_Occupational knowl-

8 '8 14 10 10

edge ,_...--. 2. t 2.6 0.0 2.5t 2.1t
Consumer economics UP" 3.8t 2.2 2.1t 3.3t
Health 1.9' 2.3 I.2t 1.6 1.5
Community re-

fsources _........ .3 1.5 0.8 I.8t 1.I'
Government and law- 0.6 2.61 0.8 t.2 1.1

Total. 8.51 12.5t, 5.0$ 9.2t 8.7t

tp <.OI.
P<-05;,

p<.10.

their basic skills. Post-instruction interviews revealed that th# students'
expectations had been met. The integratiOn bf basic and coping kills
instruction was, however, a major concern of the teachers.

The subjective information collected provided tippre moving evidence
that instruction was really helping students. Moreover, the experience
Changed the perspectives of staffs and participants toward functional
instruction. When given the opportunity to receive information or
assistance in this areas, students entered the program seeking life skills
instruction. More often, existing students wanted to add life skills to, their
program to varying extents., Students, sought out program personnel to
gain help with specific problems. Other teachers began using the life skills
materials and the programs ,Planned for greater provision of life skills
instruction. di

Project Career Success (Wallace, 1976; Marinelli and Painter, 1977) has
operated an APL pilot program for at least two (2) years. In their first
year of operation, the staff saw the positive aspect of that instruction as
including increased student self-confidence, enthusiasm and high attend-
ance. The lack of a secondary certificate based on AFL instruction was
the major drawback. In the second year of'operation this problem was
partially solved by, awarding six (6) high school credits for full participa-
tion in and satisfactory completion of APL work. Evaluation of successful
completion was determined by a set of tasks. Eleven (11) students were.
judged to have Satisfied these requirements.

An,interesting outcome occured, however, when the project took part
in forming the ACT/APL Survey. Nine (9) students who had completed
the task assignment successfully took the APL Survey; three (3) were



rated asaverage, six (6) as below average. These results-caused the staff
to question the survey as a good measure of what was learned. Althou0
they also considered that the program may have required a different leVil
of proficiency, there was still a preference forthe perfonnance indicators:
It was thought that these indicators were abetter reflection of the subtlety
and complexity of real situations.

New York. State

The forerunner and model for programs issuing ,a high school diploma
based partially on evidence of life skills competencies is the New York
High School Diploma Program operated by the Regional Learning Service
of -Central New York (Bailey, Macy and Vickers, 1973; Nickse, 1975,
1976, 1977). The unique characteriatic of this prograni is that it is a
performance assessment system; no instruction is provided. To acquire
the diploma, participants must demonstrate proficiency in sixty foflr (64)
generalized competencies and in one (I) of three (3) individualized
competencies. The former incluigs skills, Which are considered necessary

ffirther learning, ernployment%ml daily life functioning. Demonstration,
of each competency is incorporated into five (5) task assignments such,as
selecting an appropriate apartmenyIn this way the assessment taskilare
as reflective of things : people really, do as adults. After successfudy
completing these tasks participants may choose to demonstrate comRe-
tency in Occupational/Vocational Skills, Advanced Academic or College.
Readiness skills or Stscializ,ed Skills (e:g., music, art, community
service). When there Ee indications that 'a participant needs further
learning, local resource; where this learning may be obtained are
identified.

As of late 1976 one hundred fifty-four (154) people had received a high
school diploma viat1OS process.. A follow-up report on fifty (50) of the
graduates indicated *t they reacted favorably to4he assessment process.
92 percent said thetasks they had plete were the same as or
closely related to /normal adult activities". the project provided
no direct ins n, the graduates identified, many types, of facts
skills they ed as a result of participating. 88 percent said they
had used or soon use some of the new skills.

A one ( -,Year,,followun of twenty-eight (28) people provided further
evidence that the"prOgram was effectiVe. Briefly, 62 percent felt the
acquisition of the diploma was rewarded on the job, 100 percent expressed
personal satisfaction at having earned it, and 77 percent, to 96 percent ,
supported various statements regarding their increased ability to handle
life situations. ,

t, Apr,

One additional fact is
,

relevant. Of the flute hundred and eight (308)
people who had been enrolled as of late 1976, only 19.5 percent had
dropped out after-completing the diagnostic proCess.
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Texas

The APL project, usini the New York program as a model, has also
designed a competency-based high school diploma program. Texas
programs, however, are more closely associated with ABE learning
centers, where enrollees can acquire instruction in the life competencies
they are lacking. These competencies are assessed by the APL Survey as
well as performance indicators devised by the staff. .

Presently, the program is operating in nine (9) Texas sites. As Of June,
1977 three hundred ninety three (393) people had graduated. During 1975-
1976 only 20 percent of the participants had left the program before
completion. For 1976-1977 the figure was 23 percent. A questionnaire
completed by fifty sevens(57) graduates* indicated that:

88 percent felt more confident,
37 percent have pursued further education for credit and non credit.
16 percept (nine (9) people) thought they would not have been

employed without the diploma. Since only fourteen (14)-1
had changed jobs, this suggests immediate job '

, advancement wagnot an urgent reason for enrolling.
Nine (9) people said their diploma hail b4n questioned
by a college admissions, offic or employer. Though it is
not clear, it appears that this stionlkwas to explain
the degree.
Of sixteen (16) people who, indicated they had enrolled in
college courses, only one (1) did not feel adequately
prepared.
Thirty nine (39) ifeople had recommended the program to
six (6) or more people; only four (4) had not recom-
mended it to others.

75 percent s4i:d the life skills had been useful to them. Many listed
specific tasks.

Overall, the responses indicated satisfaction with the program. The
preliminary evidence suggests that the diplpma is relevant and useful for
employment and further education. Certainly, the data support a positive
effect on a person's self-perception.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

(1) Do We Know What the Com encies Are:

Yes, to some extent we do. APL research has provided a starting
point andeis now extremely useful programs impleme ting life coping
skills instruction. The result of studies in New Je ey, Region X,
Pennsylvania and the Southeast, as well as the ex riences in New

sf.

Data supplied by Elaine Shelton of the APL project.
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Eng latfd, Louisiana, Illinois and other programs, support the applicability
of many of the objectives to students currently enrolled in ABE programs.
Though tasks reflective of specific competencies are often rated of little
iMportance, perceptions of importance vary with specific- populations.
**Ordering food in a. restaurant" was one (1) objective. that most often
wound up at or neatthe bottom of the list.

The result of the various surveys and the explanations of functional
competency tend to support the concept as defined by APL and illustrated
i n.their pow fimous matrix. Here; again,, ratings regardingthe knowledge
area of greatest importance Vary depending on those asked to do the
rating. Occupational Knowledge and Consumer Economics tend to be
considered most important by many. of thor(urveyed. Confinunity
Resources most often. is rated lowest. Howev ,-this maybe due to the

. specific objectives or tasks included by APL in that knowledge- area.
SOlving 'problems or accomplishing real life goals frequently. requires,
identifying, selecting and using resources of many types. The APL
modules for providing functionilampetency instruction. incorporate this
step into almost all of the forty one (41) objectives. Community
Resources, then, crosses every knowledge area. Perhaps this.area should
be considered a third dimension of the matrix.

It must again be emphasized that the studies completed provide an
indication of 'receptivity or perceived need rather than actual need, and
that the studies do not reptesent the general' adult populatio& Moreover,
the results indicate reactions to statements based on APL. These reactions
are sometimes to statements representing specific tasks or a portion of a
competencyrather than the integration of tasks that make up competen-
cies. Knowledge of people's receptivity is vital to implementing successful
instruction. The research does not, however, verify that the cimapetencies
specified by APL are the, most essential to adult life or the only relevant
competencies. , More research is needed. The competencies that result
from the California research and from studies using the Adkins procedure
will be extremely valuable. CoMpletion of seveial studies on many.
populations which provide liSts of competencies will enable us to
synthesize commonalities and perhaps lead to an improved identification
of those most necessary. Students and program personnel can ten use
more comprehensive lists to ascertain which are relevant in particidar
settings.

RECOMMENDATIONS

(1) More research needs to be conducted to determine competencies
necessary to functioning in modern society. (Since the societies. in which
people function vary, it is anticipated that necessary competencies will
vary according to, say, age, income or location. These factors change as
we move through life; therefore, it is to be expected that the conipetencies
of which people are most in heed will change. Opportunities to develop
needed competencies should be available throughout life.)
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(2")Atudies to be conducted should extend beyond the APL lilt of
competencifs. -

(3) Competencies specified by various studies shouldlit analyzed to
seek commonalities.

(4) Statements of competencies should reflect the integration of skills
and knowledge implied in the definition, of competency rather than
isolated tasksin Spady's terms, capacities.

(5) In providing instruction local programs ,should modify competency
statements currently available to reflect local applications.

(2) Do We Have the Means of Measuring CAnitpetency:

Once again, the answer is a qualified yes. We do have' objective tests
and procedures: ,Yet, many questions remain unanswered. If we accept '
that, functional competency involves the integration of skills and knowl:

Vedge, can competency be assessed through objective test items? To what
extent do scores on tests such as APL reflect reading and math
proficiency? What' is the relationship between scores on objective tests

\t and actual performance in a real-life setting? What -level of performance
on either an objective test or a task assignment is an adequate indication
of functional competency?

Though information which relates to some of these questions is
included in the preceeding review, there is far too little to draw any
conclusions. With the APL Survey and the performance indicators
devised by--New....York State and Texas we can begin to investigate these
questions. While use of an objective instrument is far more practical in
programs that do not . have a certificate to reward those who receive
instruction, this method may reflect primarily isolated parts of a compe-
tency. In programs that provide a certificate an objective test is only part
of the assessment of functional competency. If we are to really provide
CBE to adults, we must insurethat whatever method is used to determine
attainment of competency is accurate.

RECOMMENDATIONS

(1) Research is needed to investigate alternative ways of assessing
competency. Convenient procedures for use in_programs that do not lead
to certification would be desirable.

(2) The relationships of basic skills and coping skills should be further
investigated.

(3) Research should be conducted to ascertain the relationship between
performance on a task and performance on an objective test. °,

(4) Levecs of performance that adequately reflect minimal functional
competency 'should be examined.
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(3) Do We Have tbe-Means of Providing instruction?

In Many ways-we are further along in providing instruction than we are
in other areas. Model programs, both those that lead to certification and
those that don't, have beeri developed and appear to be working well.
More and more materials are being produced. There are, however,
probleMs that must be dealt In programs that -.cannot provide
socially recognized certificate for demonstration of functional corripe-'
tency, there is a. tendency to, fall back to reading and math instruction as
the basis for determining the sequence-of activities, Life Applications of
skills are incorporated when student's attain the appropriate basic skill
level. Sole use of -this approach tends 'to dilute functional competency
instruction, to deemphasize the problem solving aspects, and to overlook
the alternatives for attaining goals. The need fdt adequate. abilitY in basic
skills to perform well on coping skills tests And theirlisefulness for
optimal life functioning cannot be denied. Ve must, thee devise better
ways of integrating basic skills with the process of applying skills end
knowledges to a functional end.

The importance of certifiation to students and to our society is another
factor that: cannot be ignpred. Though students respond favorably to life
related instruction, the lack of a .certificate baied on this instruction
invariably results in giving:-it a lower priority. This makes recruitment a
problem. It is in the high school diploma' programs that the process of
CBE is more fully implemented. In fact, these programs appear to contain
the six (6) elements of CBE as listed by Spady to afar greater extent than
adolescent secondary education programs.

Overconcentration on certification, however, will, blind us to the
potential of functional competency instruction for populations who are
not as interested in that.certification. ABE programs have been criticized
for not reaching a broader segment of the undereducated population. The
person who can barely read and compute is the one who does not tend to
voluntarily enter 'if to stay in our prograrns. .In areas other than
certification we more often philosophize about providing education to
meet the specific goals of 'clients than we actually provide. With more

\ curriculum guides based on functional co tency objectives, we are
now more capable of diversifying instructs for other types of students.
We have only begun to meet the potenti of CBAE in both certificate
and non-certificate programs.

RECOMMENpATIONS

(1) There is a need to develop and research techniques for recruiting
people into CBAE functional competency programs.

(2) Greater dissemination and implementation of current program
Models is needed.

(3) More staff training must be provided.
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(4) Research is. needed to investigate the effects of different ways of
incorporating ''competency instruction into programs.

(5) Materials for specific subgroups, such as ESL students and
beginning vel ABE students, Must be developed. Materials developed
should pro de suggestions for alternative learning experiences which

r would e e a person to attain a functi9nai competency goal.-

. (4) What is the Effect of CBAE Instruction?

Both the Louisiana and New England prograksincficate that functional
competency instruction has increased-people's life coping knowledge and
skills. While it is not clear how many of the graduates from the New
,York and Texas diploma programs had to learn in order to satisfy the,life
competency requirements, the existence of those requirements suggests
that some degree of learning probably-took place with some graduates. In
the New York situation this ,learning occured in the community whereas
in Texas the learning was °provided within an ABE program. Students'.
perceptions of increased learning are invariably. positive. Moreover, there
are indicationi that the instruction in these and other projpins respOnded
to specific concerns of the students. In some instances thiS response was
tfte identification of an appropriate resource or assistance in. handling a
specific problem. In other cases the instruction provided information
which helped people to make, a decision. Clearly, students, think they are
better able to deal with some of life's challenges; this in itself is likely to
promote a willingness to act.

Data from the New York, Texas and Louisiana programs indicate that
competency programs tend to retain students at a higher proportion than.
do our traditional ABE programs. The reports of program staffs in the
Solitheast, Illinois and New England support this observation.

The reports- and data also indicate that the 'program staffs. are
. enthusiastic abOut t3je poSsibilities of functional competency instruction,

especially after that instruction has been implemented. There are frustra-
tionsknowing what to teach and how to teach' it is one. Access to the
APL modules developed by the Texas staff eases this frustration. A year
of experience and the realizatiOn that the teacher does not have to
provide all of the instruction also helps. Providing life skills instnicjion
ahears to broaden the staffs' perspective of ways in which they can help
their students. Greater awareness of community' resources to which
students can be referred or which can be called upon to provide assistance
with instruction seems to be a common by-product df the life skills
experience.

The. experiences, then, of the various programs suggest that the
instruction is helping people, motivating students and modifying the
perceptions of .appropriate curriculums for ABE programs. A more
complete- understanding of the effects of functional competency instruc-
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tion will -necessitate collect ion of additionid quantitive and qualitative data
Over a period of time. .

RECOMMENDATIONS

(1) More research is needed to ascertain if the diploma fivm CBAE
progilims is accepted by colleges and employers. This research ilhoidd
also examine the performance of graddates in school and on the'job, and
the relationship of performance to:

Acquisition of the certificate I
Conipetencies learned to acquire the Certificate.

(2) Additional controlled comparison studies investigating the effects of
instruction are needed.

(3) The finding of the Louisiana study regarding the ',eater increase in
basic skills stores of APL students should be further investigated.

(4) Qualitative information, egarding the effect of functional competency,
instruction on people's lives outside of school should be systematically
collected. We must find out if our students are acquiring processes which
are applied to problems and co not specifically included in tis
functional competency curricul .

CONCLUSION

There is a great potential in the functional competency curriculums-
potential for helping people with specific concerns, potential for deyelop-
ing generalized competency. Yet, there is mirck to be dons, before this
potential is fully realized. We, are developing the means of provklintz
instruction while still determining the competencies and the best ways of
measurinetompetency. The identification of competencies is. in itself an
enormous.u.sk; the list, may be endless and continually in flux. Society

changes, people in that society change. It is therefore, doubtful that all
competencies will be applicable to all people at any point in their lives. If
we can engender integrated processes, our students will be in a. better
position to generalize those processes to new situations.

The concurrent development of different components of functional
competency adult education is not, however, a bad situation. Develop-
ment in each area can benefit development of the othersqf we continue to
and strive for exchange of information.

We are off to a good start: The work completed is flawed, but objective
examination of it can lead to improved programs and measures.
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Ill. Selected Issues In Competency-Based
Adult Education: A Delphi Study

by Paul 5. Taylor

AD

1

On September 28-29, 1977, a meeting of adult educators was held in
Metairie, Louisiana, to begin Plamfing a State Directors workshop on
competency-based' adult education (CBAE). The Division of Adult
Education of USOE convened this meeting for the purpose of obtaining
assistance and inpUt from others in the field on major objectives for the
_workshop and the scheduling of components.

The two sessions which made up this day-and-a-half meeting were long
and intense. It became' clear in attempting to develop the formal and
eontent of the workshop that the point at issue, competency- based adult' .

education, was far from clear in everyone's mind. %Heavy and often
somewhat heated, albeit friendly, discussions took place between the
state, local; and national representatives who held diverse feelings about 4

and reactions to CBAE in 'teihis of the Adult Education Act: Principal
among these varient views on CBAE were questions of assessing the
competency needs of adults, programming ramifications, criteria for
reporting success, legislation, finding, impact on State planning and
general .0tovisions for providing educational services: The planning
committee and others at theie sessions numbered about twenty. The
prospect of nearly 200 persons a group session reacting similarly to
CBAE topics during a two-and-one-half day workshop was not considered
too positively, and underscored the need to be selective, yet relevant, in
organizing the workshop content.

One of the results of the planning committee sessions was an
identification of some of the major issues in corhpetency-based adult
education relative to the Adult Basic Education (ABE) program. The
issues are fisted below; numter.does not mean or imply a priority. ranking.

at
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1. How does CBAE relate to reaching the least educated adult?
2. How should CBE; as an organizing principle, be considered in

providing educational services.to all adults?
3. How may tie competency needs of adults be determined 'or

identified at the State level?
4. What are significant factors in deVeloping effective CBAE pro-

grams? -
*

-
5. What criteria should or could be developed for-feportiiig success in

CBAE? y -
6., What are the programming ramifications of CBLE as opposed to

grade levee?
7. How should legislation be modified in relation to CBAE?
13. How should CBAE impact on 1979-1980 State planning?
9. How should State funding for CBAE be developed?

10. How should resources other than" ABE funds be coordinated
providing CBAE? .

11. What kinds of additional CBAE 'research would be most useful to
you?

Having arrived .at general agreement that pe 11 issue represented a core
for continued workshop planning, 'steps were taken tointegrate these into
substantive activities. It is important to keep in mind that the planning
activities for the USOE Invitational Workshop on Adult ComRetePcY
Education continued on .finin the Sep/ember 1977 meeting through most
of January 1978. This is not to say *hat the workshop ,agenda was a last
minute design. As a part of on-going planning and workshop input, an
assessment of the 11 issues concerning CBAE was conducted using ia
modification of the Delphi Technique.

The Delphi Technique (Helmer and Rescher, 1960; Helmer, 1966;
Helmer; 1967 is a "key informant" 'procedure for °Opining consensus
among individuals who arrive at a group posit* without face-to-face'
discussion; ConOnsus is achieved by having experts in a field complete a
series of quesdOnnaires interspaseld with controlled pinion -feedback. .

The first questionnaire (#1) is open-ended: requesting concise statements
of opinion. This is followed by a Likert -type scale guestimate (#2)
derived from #1 responses, which in some instances have been reduced ,:

to generic terms. Questionnaire' #3 it the same as #2 except that it
contains both a group consensus indicator and the respondent's prior
rating for each item: respondent re -rases items and, if applicable, states a
reason for remaining outside group consensus. The final questionnaire'
(#4) includes the immediately prior responses (to #3), a revised, group,
consensus, and any dissenting opinions;

The original use of the Delphi Technique was as a forcasting tool. Its
expanded application included the atttmpt to arrive at consensus rOgard-
ing the desirability of certain events or outcomes. Delphi, as a method of
clarifying and setting objectives in education,. was utilized by Anderson
(1970). Weaver (1971) and Cyphert and Grant (1971) described studies in
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equeatiori using a modific4ation of Delphi and considered the process and
product of the technique. Modification of the technique. ha've,been used
to validate science teaching competencies (Simpson and fithwn,. 1977)
and with career education. content (Sklai-e, 1977). Rossman (1973) has
applied the Delphi to adult education.

There were three major reasons for using amodified Delphi Technique
for the survey of State Directors of Adult Education and USOE Division
of Adult Education persons. First, the problems at hand and the tasks to
be performed were so broad that more individuals were*required to :shAre
opinions than could) interact in any face-to-face interchange. Secondly,
the distances between respondents were great and it was not possible to
bring people together for frequent group meetings. And thirdly, to cut
down on some of the confusion that usually prevails at a first meeting and
avoid the influences of certain factors (e.g. bandwagon effects, unwilling-
ness to abandon publicly stated opinions, etc.). A modified Delphi .was
used. primarily because of the sample size, time parameters and the
availability of resources.

The sample consisted of the State Directors of.Adult Education; that is,.
those persons identified as such by the U.S. Office of Education/Divkion
of Adult Education list. Division, of Adult Education' persohs were
counted as a single respondent for .Delphi Questionnaire '#1 only.

Table I. Responses to the Delphi Survey onnaires by State Directors of Adult
Education and USOE Division of Adult Educatl Person;

Delphi Populatio n
questionnaire N.

Useable responses
N-

Return
percpt

Number I 54 .32 .59
Number 2 a 73 60 .82
Number 3... 6I) 53 .88

Popdlation for Delphi I. N.44. erroneously omitted American Samoa and the Mist Territories 6f the Pacific.
The N.173 for Delphi Questionnaire #2 includati the total. N.56. State Directors of Education: added the
Federal/Regional Program Officers and counted tie individual USOE/DAE.person's responses Delphi Questionnaire
#1.

Six -states did not respond to any of the Delphi Questionnaires.
The State Directors of Adult Education were requested to recommend

:persons to receive invitations to the Workshop. The initial list 'was made
up of 108 names. This group was requested to complete Delphi Question-
naire #2 only because of 'time limitations. The Invited Participant (IP)
group did not have the opportunity to react to Delphi Questionnaire #1
and there was not sufficient time to permit a response to Delphi
Questionnaire #3 before the Workshop convened. The opportunity to
participate in. the Delphi survey, albeit not completely, was provided
because the results of the, full survey were to be presented to the total
Workshop and, more importantly, small group activity was planned
around data from, the Delphi.
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Toble 2. logimr tio Delphi Questismairi., krtlefeale.Veins'2 by boiled to
be tge USOE Wwiu0op es Molt amapetatey'Ethicatioa, Febntary 22-24, 15711 ;

At.

- Pormintion
14.fiDeSicIasie

theabk responses V Ratan .
t4 perces

Number 2 101 56 .52

The Invited Participant (IP) group represented varied :educational
roles, from 34 states-The 1,11 group was made up of the following types:
State Department of Education adult educators; State Department of
Education non-adult educatas; State Board of Education members;
Adult Education project directors; university persons; public school
Adult EdUcafion'administrators;public school non-adult administrators;
State legislators, and Corrections Department educators.

The methods of analyses of the data from Delphi Questionnaires #2
and #3 were _arithmetic average, the Mean score computation, and
tabulate of the Mode for each item. Single Modality was considrred as
consensus or general agreement.

The objective of Delphi Questionnaire #1 was: "through written
responses, to apegate the judgment of State DirectoFs of adult education
in order .to obtain a preliminary position on issuesrelative to Competenc9-
Based Adiult Education (CBAE). " Although no definition df CBAE was
provided, it was assumed that the sample possessed an awareness of the
concept in generic' terms. Thirty-two responses were .received' The
number of statements 'on the 11 issues totaled 348.

Delphi Questionnaire #2 was derived from he respOnses to #1. A
compilation of similar items was Made and jndividUal responses were
reduced to generic statements encompassing ;elated ideas. The 138
generic statements which resulted were listed. as 65 items with subparts in
a Likert-type scale questionnaire. The ratings were:

, 1= Strongly Agree
2= Agree
3 =No Opinion

.-4= Disagree

4= 1=Stronsly Disagree:

A return of ,82,percent was, obtained from the State and Federal adult
educators:

Respbnses to Questionnaire #2 were subjected to analysis: Mean re
and Mode for each item were tabulated. While, a consensus, gen ral
agreement, was shown for all the statements, the response to 43 items
indicated that sizeable numbers of respondents temaitied outside the
Mo'd'e, These items:were: 3, 6, 8, 10, 19, 20a, 20c,' 20d, 21, 23, 24, 26,
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27h, 27k, 271, 30, 32b, 32e, 32g, 37, 42a, 42c,'42g, 43a, 43f, 43g,'44, 45,
47, 48, 50d, 51; 52, 54c, 541, 55, 56a, 56c, 56e, 57, 58, 59, and 64. Many
of the questionnaires contained comments either on individual statements
or on the question. of CBAE as a _whole/The lack of a definition from

*filch to respond created a problem for several respondents. Item 62 of
the Questionnaire, "CBAE .is'too broad a term tdthrow 'around without
further definition", met with agreement. From the response to. the
Questionnaire #2, it was clear that a functional definition of CBAE was
needed. ('

Questionnaire #3 was the same as #2 except that it con*ed the
respondent's .prier rating and the Mean score for each statement.
Respondents were requested to re-rate items; however, they were not
asked to state ieeasons for remaining outside of the group consensus (in
-this qase the average score). This constituted a Major departure from the -

full =application- of the Delphi Technique, but was done for two reasons:
there was not going to be a fourth questionnaire because of time
constraints and the reply to Questionnaire #2 showed only a 31 perdent
incidence of statements on' which persons remained somewhat outside of
consensus. The QUestionnaire had an 88 percent return.

As mentioned .earlier, the 'Invited Participant group was given. an, '
opportunity to respond, to Delphi Questionnaire #2. Fifty-sbC peisOns
returned useable repliei: 52 percent return. Tables 3 through 14 show the
Mean scores of the Delphi statements for the State Directors of Adult
Education' and USQE Division of Adult Education respondents to
Questionnaire #3 (the finaCround) and for the brined Participants to
Questionnaire #2.

Table 3. Issue 1. How Does Competency-Based Adult Education (CBAE) Belot to
. Reaching the. Least Educated Adult?

. Item

1. CBAE wouldould serve a large number of adults who are not
seeking a certificate, diploma, or degree

2. The least educated need. CBAE the most
3. CBAE is the most effective basic method of instruction for

reaching the least educated - a :
4. CBAE will be least successful in reaching non-whites
5. CBAE will make it easier to.teach basic skills __,
6.. CBAE is not the highest priaity in reaching the least

educated
°

7. CBAE is not an acceptable approach for teaching the least
educated adult

. ...
8. Some basic reading and math skills should be acquired

before utilizing CBAE curriculum
.-

9. CBAE should be carefully adapted to meet the edticational
needs of limited or non-English .peaking adults both culttir
ally and linguistically

2.01 2.00 -
2.28 2.42

.2.73 2.42
4.01 4.03
2.28 2.00

2.94 2.89

4:16 4.01

2.75 2.94

1.92 1.91

Delphi group. State Directors and Divis n of Adult Education4tall
Invited Participant group.
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Table 4. Issue 2. How Should CHAE,sas an Organizing Principle, be Considered In
Providing Educational Services to AU Adults? ,..

Item L'.

10. Competency-based education has always been the focus of , .

any reputable and productive adulteducation program 2.42 2.60

I I. CBAE programs ,should be an alternative for all adults . 2.16 1.83

12. CBAE should be considered,as an underlying principle in ,

providing educational services. to adults 1.75 1.70. -(......4

13. CBAE should not be used as an organizing principle for
adult education ' - ,. ,, 3.58 3.92

14. CBAE should be used totally in weaker adult education
,

A programs 3.81 3.89

,
,jyy.

15. Ssund instructional programs should integrate CBAE actii-'
.lies into existing framework I.54 1.58

16. Prior knowledge .and experience of students should deter-
mine the u Of CBAE - 'mine 1.94 2.19

17. CBAE should be organized around the principle of meeting
individual adult student needs, '-----_,.- I.- 1.32 ," . 1.28

18. CBAE will provide encouragement, 'supportendiassistance
to adults in their learning ....4% 1.83 1.51

4

'Delphi group. State Dirictors and Division of Adult Education staff
rInvited Participant group.

Table 5. Issue--3. How May the Competency Needs of Adults Be Deteriiiined or Identified
at thi State Level?

Item

19. Competency-based surveys should;be checked against those
competencies nationally identified in the APL

20. Competency needs of adults may be detirmined or identified
at the State level by:
a. annual program reports
b. Statewide survey-needs assessment
c. resoure centers
d. State advisory groups
e. testing of adults
f. cooperating State agencies and organizations

21. The competency needs of adultvannot be determined at the
State level

22. Competency needs of adults must be determined:
a. at the local level
b. at the local level and consolidated at the State level ____

c. by target populations
d. on an individual student basis

2,54 2.18

3.24. 3.09
2.15 1.94
2.51 2.33
2.90 240
2.22 1.96

2.39 2.31

3.41 . 3.19

1.81 1.69

1.92 1.98

'2.44 2.43 4'

1.43 1.80

'Delphi group. State Directors and Division of Adult Education staff
"Invited Participant group.
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Table 6. Issue 4. What are Significant Factors in Developing EffectI4 AE Programs?

Item . D 1P

23. CBAE is principally a delivery system
24. CBAE requires a basic change in the traditional role of the

teacher of adults. 2.24 2.25i
. 25. Effective CBAE programs require Materials which bridge the

cultural realities of limited or non-English speaking adults
and the dominant society 1.94 1.87

26. Everyone seems to be, going off in their own direction.
CBAE shbuld be coordinated at the national and regional
levels 103 2.94

27. Significant factors in developing CBA Eprograms:
a. Staff development
b. Development of learning materials

1.35 1.29
1.69 1.38

c. Development of assessment instruments 1.45 1.41
d. Assessment of individual needs 1.28 ( 1.36
e. Assessment of target population(s) need 2.16 1.90
f. Provision for alternative instruction and measurement 1.75 1.53
g. Present and future life concerns as curriculum base 1.81 1.62
h. Reporting system r 2.15 2.16
i. Organization/implementation training for [octet adminis- s.

trators 1.64 1.60 .
j. Development of a credentializing system based on conk

petenCies 2.52 2.10
k. Consideion of the wishes of referral agencies 2.60 2.49
I. ' Extent a inclusion of educationally related minority

group organizations , .2.62. 2.56
m. _Jtate and Federal support 1.94 1.56

Ai! Research and testing capability 1.88 T.7,5

3.32. 2.61

a

In analyzing the data for the 2urposes of the Delphi survey, attention
was given to the modal response for the items; that is, to the "most
popular- score in the set or the score that occurred most 'frequently.
While there was a consensus or alibuf the items contained in the
questionnaire, several .of the statemeig or their subparts were further
examined. This was. because, although general agreement was made,
sizeable numbers of respondents remained oufside the mode. Listed
beloW (by item number) are the twenty-one statements which both the
State Diiectors/Division of. Adult Education group and the Invited
Participant group rated as described.

Mutt 6. CBAE is- not the highest priority i reaching the least
educated.

herb 8. Some basic reading and math skills should be acquired
before utilizing CBAE curriculum.

Item 20a. Comprjancy needss& adults may be determined or identi
fied at the State level by annual program reports.

Item 20d. Competency needs of adults maybe determined or identi-
fied at the State level by State advisory grOups.

3 9
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Table 7. Issue 5. What. Criteria Should or COuld be.Developed for Reporting Success.in
CBAET

item D

28. CBAE should include a system of feedback and continual
program evaluation

29. The criterion thrit shdUld be developed for reporting success
in CBAE is an evaluation of student progress in accordance
slih predetermined standards

30. SUccess as measured by pencql and,paper tests defeats the
purpose of much of CBAE

31. Criteria for reporting success in CBAE is not a key issue _....
32. Criteria for reporting success in CBAE must include:

a. the accomplishment of short -term learning goals
b. correlatiori 4CBAE results with high school seniors ___._

_.c. the demonstration of competencies that result in the
realization of stated goals ,

d. acceptance of CBAE instruction by recognized agencies,
institutions, etc.

e. national consistency ' --
f. its relationship to CBAE program outcomes
g. total mastery of competency objective_
h. indicators such as improved retention, increased enroll-

ment, enhanced elnployability
i. outcomes that are agreed upon by client and staff

33. Success criteria must be easily understood by all segments
of the community

34. Program success must be . measured against the personal
goals of participants'

1.39 1.42

1.88 1.98 .

2.86. 3.01
4.00 3.60

1.69 1.75
3.23 3.00

1.56 1.66

1.96 2.20
2.58 2.83
2.30 1.92
2.66 2.83

1.73 1.92
1.60 1.74

1.9.4 1.92

1.73 1.78

'

Item 2L The competency needs of adults cannot be determined at
the State level.

Item 23. CBAE is principally a delivery sygem.
Item 26. Everyone seems to be going off in their own direction.

CBAE should be coordinated at the national and regional
levels.

Item 30. Success as measure by pencil and paper tests defeats the
purpose of much of BAE.

Item 32b. Criteria for reportin success in CBAE must include
correlation of CBAE sults with high school seniors.

Iteni 32e. Criteria for reporti g success in CBAE must include
national consi.stency.'

Item 32g. Criteria for reporting success in CBAE must include total
mastery of competency objectives. °

Item 37., Grade levels in ABE have essentially been eliminated for
other than reporting purposes.

Item 42a. CBAE, as opposed to giade level, requires the assessment
and certification of experiental prerequisites for entry into
courses..
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Table 8. Issue 6. What Are the Programming Ramifications of CBAE as Opposed to
Grade Levels?

Item

35. A portfolio of attained competencies should be provided for
each adult

36. There are, no grade levels in competency-based education
37. Grade levels in ABE have essentially been eliminated for

other than reporting purposes
38. Reading and math grade levels are useful as starting points

for instruction (for CBAE)
39. Grade levels assunie results. We.must consider education in

terms of outputs
40. CBAE iS the most current, relevant, and acceptable alterna-

tive to grade level instruction at this time
41. CBAE requires a less formal institutional structure
42. CBAE, as opposed to grade levels, requires:

a. the, assessment a_nd certification of experiential prereq-
usites for entry into courses

b. unique instructional strategies, materials, assessment,
and personnel _

c. a more complicated reporting system
a. mastery of a skill sufficient to make it useful to the client
e. reported completion of learning projects
f. greater possibilities for individualization
g. the possible addition of personnel

t 11.

1.62 1.52
- 1.94 2.19

3.01 2.37

2.20 2.05

2.09 2.28

2.46 2.23
2.69 2.48

2.62 2.48

° 2.16 2.48
2.69 2.83
1.64 1.74
2.15 1.96
1.71 1.94

2.71 2.72

Delphi group. State i irejEtors and Division of Adult Education stet
Invited Participant gr p.

Item t2c; CBAE, as opposed to grade level, requires a more
complicated reporting system.

Item 42g. CBAE, as opposed to grade level, requirfs th,Obssible
addition of personnel.

Item 43a. Legislation 'should be modified in relation to CBAE by
establishing competency levels and doing away with grade
levels.

.
Item 43g. Legislation should be modified in relation to. CBAE by

requiring,other .major -programs with 'autliority to use
funds for CBAE To sign-,off on adult education State
PlanS.

Item 47. It is too early to tell how legislation should be modified in
terms of CBAE.

Item 48< States should receive Federal financial Incentives based on
the extent of their adoption of CBAE.

Item 52. Planning for CBAE should be left to the local education
agencies (LEA's).

Item 58. I am not aware of other sources of funds for CBAE.
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Table 9. Issue 7. How Sbould Legislation Be Modified in Relation to CBAE?

Item b 1

43. Legislation sh uld be modified in relation to CBAE by;

a. establishin competency levels and doing away with
grade levels r z

3.05 2.83

b. recognizing it as an alternative for adults who are not
successful in the traditional system 2.03 1.83

c. authorizing competency-based education as well as grade

level instruction 2.03 ' 1.85

d. reflecting changes in terminology and measurements of
progress 1.96 1.92

e. providing special funds for States for the planning and
implementation of Statewide CBAE 2.09 1.63

f. facilitating a leadership role for USOE 2.75 2.23

g.' requiring other major programs with authority' to use
funds for CBAE to sign-off on adult, education State
Plans 3.35 2.72

44. A method of instruction should not require any legislative
input . 2.07 2.50

45. There is no need to modify legislation 3.16 3.43

46. Legislation should give broad direction but should not be
affected by actual classroom activity 2.30 1.83

47, it is too early td tell how legislation should be modified in
terms ofCBAE 2.54 2.81

48. States should receive Federal financial incentives based on
the extent of their adoption of CBAE _, 3.39 3.01

49. National criteria for competence should not be legislated 1.88 1.67

'Delphi group. State Directors and Division of Adult Education staff
"Invited Participant group.

The Invited Participant group's ratitigs of the five statements listed

below followed the same pattern of having meaningful numbers of
respondents remain outside the mode.

Item 41. CBAE requireSa less formal institutional structure.
Item 44. A method of instruction should not require any legislative

input.'
Item 51. CBAE should not have mandated impact on State plan-

ning.
Item 55. CBAE does not appear to be a separate funding issue.

Item 64. CBAE should separate itself from competency7based edu-
cation laws/resolutions for elementary and secondary
school.

The State Directors/Division of Adult Education group, on the other
hand, had two statements which- were rated so as to warrant further

examination.

Item 3. CBAE is the most effective basic method of instruction
for reaching the least educated.

42
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Table 10. have 8. How Should CBAE Impact on 1979-1980 State Planning?

Item - no .1fo

50. CBAEishould impact on 1979-'80 State planning by: .

a. establishing CBAE as a Section 309 funding priority _2__ 2.45 2.09
b. concentrating on the development of materials and the

training of teachers 2.01 1.80 '
-c. identifying and coordinating other adult-serving agendies

and institutions 2.26 2.01
d. authorizing funding priorities for CBAE 2.56, 2.10
e. initiating actual infusion activities into existing programs 1.98 2.03
1. providing flexibility in operations so that LEA's and

othei? agencies can address needs , 1.60 1.74
g. assimilating CBAE into the curriculum in State planning

based on adult student needs 1.84 1.87
h. facilitating the use of CBAE success indicators 1.98 1.96

51. CBAE should not have mandated impact on State p aiming 2.74 2.56
52. Planning for CBAE should be left to the local ducation

agencies (LEA's) , 3.11 2.80
53. 1 don't know how CBAE should impact planning 3.81 3.53

*Delphi group. State Directors and Division of Adult Education staff
Invited Participant group.

Table 11. Issue 9. How Should State Funding for CBAE Be Developed?

Item . 1P

54. State funding for CBAE should be cleveloped!
a. by demonstrating the need for research, pilot programs., 0

and evaluations 2.18 2.00
s b. by utilizing competency-based criteria to justify the need

for increased funding for adult education 2.35 2.09
c. in coordination With-other competency-based education

such as K-I2 and two-year college programs 166 ° 2.36
d. in the same ways as support for ABE is developed 2.30 2.54
e. by making a case for it and going after it 2.05 2.20
1. by demonstrating leadership to elementary apd second-

ary programs in CBAE 2.58 2.50
55. CAE does not appear to be a separate funding issue or,. 2.22 2.72

!Delphi group. State Directors and Division of Adult Education staff
Invited Participant group.

Item 45. There'is no need to modify legislation.
.

As the above listings show, of the total 138 itemiln the Delphi
questionnaire, 28 of these have a response which indicateda degree of
diversity: twenty-one statements shared by both groups; five statements,
varied for the Invitedyarticipant group only, and two statements with a
variant -min* for the State Directors/Division of Adult Education group&

Further and continuing examination of these data, of course, may lealP
to other interesting differences in response; for example, an examination
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Table 12. Issue 10. How Should Resources Other Than ABE Funds Be Coordinated for
Providing CBAE?

Item 1.1.

56. Resources other than ABE funds can be coordinated to
provide CBAE:
a. by utilizing other State funding for administration and

high school equivalency 2.60 2.51
b. as has been done in the past with ABE programs
c.. by requesting funding from organizations affected by

2.32 2.53

CBAE programs (i.e., government, -business, industry,
other local agencies)

d. by identifying appropriate segments of other programs
that can be supported within their own guidelines

2.43

2.20

2:42

'2.44
e. by encouraging LEA's to set aside funds for CBAE ____ 2.54 2.33

57. The present funding is adequate for implementing CBAE
programs into ABE programs 3.47 3.70

58. I am not aware of other sources of funds for CBAE 3.13 2.84
59. Coordination of Federal funds channelled to each State

would provide supplemental funds for CBAE development. 2.30 2.30

Delphi group. State Directors and Division of Adult Education staff
Invited Participant group.

S.

-of regional means and modes for ,the statements. this analysis will be
taking place at another time.

Of all, the ratings of all the items by 169 persons (the State Directors/
Division of Adult Education group rating twice), only three statements
emerged without a single "disagree" or "strongly disagree" having been
recoided. They are listed below.

Item 27a. Significant factors in developing ,CBAE programs: Staff
Development

Item 27d. Significant factors in developing CBAE programs: Assess-
ment of individual needs

Item 28. CBAE should include a system of feedback and continuing
program evaluation. ;,

One purpose for conducting te study was to use its iesults on a
continuing basis for conference planning. A form of this planning was pie
identification of adult competency education items (statement-questions)
for small group discussions.

After the returns from the Delphi Questionnaire #2 were tabulated
(i.e.., the mean score and mode for eac.b.statement), an examination was
made of the items, and the issues' under which they appeared, to
determine where the most diversity of response occurred. In addition,
close attention was given to the written comments contained on many of

. the questionnaires. Since the stateeneRts which made up the questionnaire
were collected from the. State Directors and the Division of Adult
Education staff persons, any sizeable differences in the responses to any
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Table 13. Issue 11. What Kind of Additional CBAE Research Would Be Most Useful to
You?

J,tem

60. No additional research on CBAE is needed at this time
61. Further research is needed in the area of:

a. employer acceptability
b. post-secondary acceptability
c. relationship of competencies to skills
d. methodology of instruction for multiple populations
r. advanced competencies in specialized areas
f. how disadvantaged adults become competent learners
g. vocational competencies
h. comparison of CBAE to other forms of adult education
i. methods of evaluation and reporting CBAE
j. needs identification at State/local levels
k. secondary level curriculum
I. program developmenvand folloW-up
m. redevelopment of adult education staff(s)
n. diffusion,and adoption of CBAE
o. adult learning theory for CBAE.
P. adaptation of CBAE materials for the limited and non-

English speaking clients
q. revalidation of the APL research

4.28 4.26

1.73 1.67

1.81 1.73
1.73 1.50
1.84 1.67
2.05 1.85
1.88 1.89
1.88 2.05
1.81 4.92
1.73 (P 1.85

1.81 1.75

2.15 2.07
1.90 1.78
1.77 1.87

2.03 1.98
2.01 2.19

1.81 1.94
2.05 2.52

items could be used to identify areas for further discussion. Using this
method, five statements were drafted for the participants to relate, to
react, and eventually to respond to during the workshop. The statements
are as follows:

1. Based upon prior experience and knowledge, the results of the
Modified Delphi and your participation in this workshop, develop a
ftinctional definition of Competency-Based Adult Education
(CBAE).

.

2. How should the determinatiOn of competency needs of adults impact
on State planning?

3. Whauare critical elements of State and Federal legislation relating to
CBAE?

4

4. How could adult education benefit from competency-based educa-
tion laws or resolutions for elementary and secondary education?

5. Describe coordination/facilitation roles for the USOE Division of
Adult Education concerning CBAE.

A copy of these items was included in the workshop folder given to each
person at the time of registration.

For the small discussion activity at the Workshop, persons expected to
attend were assigned to one of ten groups. The agsignment to -a group
was done in advance of the workshop date. Persons were assighed to
groups because a structured or stratified sample was desired for each

.
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Tabk 14. Issue. Mike Hamm Statements

Item 600 II"..

62. CBAE is too broad a term to throw around without further
definition 1.92 2.35

63. Functional competencies should include'nclude ihe ability to be a
lifelong learner 1.96 1.60

64. CBAE should separate itself from competency-based educa-
tion lawi/resoltitions for elementary-,and secondary schools 3.30 3x26

65. CBAE should provide an `ilternative to GED and Carnegie
Unit-based adul secondaey completion programs 1.110 1.94

These terns were d to the Delphi Questionnaire. They were received inresponse, to Questionnaire it too late
to be incl deCl under relevant issues.

Delp group..State Directors and Division of Adult Education staff
Invited Participant group.

; e.

..$ a . '
cluster: .a minimum of ten different types of education practitioner, by job
title or place of employment, was forseen. Also, because several states
and adult education projecti had had extensive experience with compe-
tency-based education, it was planned that persons representing these
areas be spread throughout the groups. In this manner, it was hoped that
clusters of about twenty persons with a variety of backgrounds, employ-

1 ment in education, geographical location, and knowledge of
competency-based education would be formed. With tilt so
chosen in advance; tile' five items listed above as agenda or discussion
topics; group recorders and facilitators selected and assigned, this pre-

, planning activity for the USOE Workshop on Adult Competency Educa-
tion was considered settled.

On Tuesday evening, February 21, 1978, a meeting of the small
group facilitators and recorders was held in the International American
Motor Inn, Metaire, Louisiana. The. Workshop was to convene the next
morning at 9 a.m. and this session provided the opportunity to discuss the
data- gathering procedures to 1* used with the discussion groups. Included
in the descriptiOn were: the method of collating the group findings;, reorganization and tabulation of -the reports; the rating methods; and the
data feedback strategy that would be employed during the Workshop.
The facilitators and" recorders 'were provided with the results of the
Modified Delphi` \study. Also, questionnaire .statements were discussed in
terms of the items for which modal variety was important and those
statements which \ were used to make up the, small group discussion ,

topics. The methodS and procedures which were put/to use are described,
by Workshop session, below. . . -.,

ifGroup Session I. ednesday morning, February ,22. Tile instructions
for the small groups ere to examine the CBAE isslues: that is, the five
statementsrlisted above. At the' end of the morning session, each group's
recorder was to submit a record of his/her group's resportie to Item 1 on
the functional definition of CBAE and any other three items.
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While the afternoon plenary session was being held, these respo,nses
were organized into a questionnaire which contained thirty-two state-
ments: ten functional definitions of CBAE; six statements on State
planning; seven statements on, legislation; five on elementary/secondary
relations, and four on USOE` facilitation. A four-point rating scale was
imposed: 1. Acceptable; 2. Acceptable with Minor Revisions; 3. Accept-
able with Major Revisions, and 4. Not Acceptable. Participants were
\e,requested to make written comments for statements which they rated 2, 3
or 4.

Plenary SesSion II. Wednesday *rnoon. February 22. Copies of the
questionnarie were distributed. Instn6ctions were given to the participants
and questions answered. The thirty-two statement instrument was col-
lected at adjournment. ,_

Tabulation`of the responses took place Wednesday evening. Assisted
by the grouptfacilitators, mean scores were, computed for each statement
and the written comments were compiled. For Thursday's session, two
groups were randomly selected to,work on each of the CBAE items.

Group Session II. Thursday morning. February 23. Results of Wednes-
day's ratings of the questionnaire statements were provided for the small
groups. Groups selected tb work on specific areas (e.g. definition) were
instructed to consider all of the statements that were recorded, the mean
scores of each statement, and any comments made in developing their
statement during this session. ,.

,

Wednesday's procedures were followed once again. As the participants
attended the afternoon's scheduled events, a.questionnaire, which con-
tained the ten statements, was made up. The same four-point rating scale
was used. ,

Plenary Session III. Thursday afternoon. February 23. The ten-state-
ment questionnaire was rated by the participants.

On Thursday evening and early Friday monring, the mean scores were
tabulated for each statement and as before, comments were compiled.
Based on the analysis of these data, five statements were prepared, one
for each issue, to be presented to and discussed by the Workshop,
participants.

Plenary Session IV. Friday morning. February 24. The statements on,
the CBAE issues which were so developed during the small group
sessions were put forward. A discussion followed. These statements were
neither formally nor informally adopted as Workshop positions. They are.
contained on the following pages: each issue taken separately.

ADULT COMPETENCY EDUCATION. ISSUES AND RESPONSES'
REFLECTING GROUP CONSENSUS AT THE
NEW ORLEANS WORKSHOP,

1. Based upon prior 'experience and knowledge, the results of the
Modified Delphi and your. participation in this workshop, develop a
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functional definition of Competency-Based Adult Education
(CBAE).
Competency-based adult education is a performance-based process
leading to demonstrated mastery of basic and life skills necessary
for the individual to function proficiently in society.

2. How should the'determination of competency needs of adults impact
on State planning? Planning steps that States should take:
A. A study of adult competency needs as identified by individuals,

agencies, employers, and local and State governing officials.
B. Wide dissemination of the study.
C. Based upon responses

to
the study, review and revise the

results and apply these to State planning mechanisms.
D. The planning efforts of State governmental agencies should

becoordinated.
E. Planning should include but not be limited to:

(1) Channeling resources to meet needs.
(2) Professional development and recognition.
(3)' Specification of needs assessment techniques.
(4) Learner and program accountability. .

(5) Program evaluation.
(6) Development of guidelines to assist in Curriculum decision-

making.
(7) Development of consultative and communication systems to

provide techniCal assistance.
(8) Accurate data collection and reporting systems.

3. What are critical elements of State and Federal legisiatiOn /relating to
CBAE?
A. Federal statute should provide., Broad authorization and funding

for programs of basic education for adultgthrough th5 secondary
level.

B. 'State and Federal guidelines should encourage a variety
instructional and curricular alternatives.

C. State and Federal guidelines should facilitate implementation of
CBAE.i

D. Stale -and Federal reporting forms -should accommodate thd
reporting of students enrolled on the basis of CB, as well as
grade level measures..

E. State laws and resolutions should address the following issues:
(1) Program accountability
(2) Certifications for learning outcomes;
(3) LEA autonomy and flexibility;
(4) 'Measurement of outcomes.

4. How could Adult Education benefit from Competency-Based Edu-
cation laws or resolutions for elementary and,secondary education?
Positive effects for adult education of elementary and secondary

. minimum competency laws and resolutions may include:
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A. Fewer time restraints;
B. Few& highly stibctured classes;

titesterneceptabllity of credit by examination or other demon-
,stratkm;

D. Greater-acceptability of CBAE diplomas or certificates awarded
by examination or for performance;
Increased Opportunities for adult educators to provide leadership
in defining and developing CBE;
Provide an opportunity for adult education to exert leadership
in-defining and developing competency education;
Acceptance of the competency education approach and a
competency-based high school diploma as an alternative;
Provide adult education with additional learners.

Other effects for adult education of elementary secondary
minimum competency laws and resolutions may include:
A. Less support for CBAE as a "reform" because of an emphasis

on basic skills acquisition in isolation;
B. Adult education may be called upon lo "compenspte" for gaps,

affective areas or humanistic education, in an lementary or
secondary education program..

5. Describe coordination/facilitation roles for he USOE Division
Adult Education concerning CBAE.
A. AGcomplishment of objectives.

Encourage full-time adult education programs
Emphisize CBAE as,a 309 priority.
Coordinate efforts among all educational levels.

Policy recommendation and interpretation.
Provide for national research and development.
Discourage the use of national testing for adults.

Providing technical assistance and human resources.
Maintain effective communications with the States.
USOE should maintain contact person for CBAE:
Provide resources to State and regionglevels
Provide technical assistance for evaluation, reporting, and

research.%
D. Dissemination qr research, materials, and products.

Provide a national forum for issues.
'Share evaluations and project reports.

E. Encourage professional development and activities.
Provide a forum for national issues in staffdevelopment.
Provide some staff development opportunities:

E.

F.

G.

H.

B.

C.

Conclusion

The Delphi survey of the State Directors of Adult Education, USOE
Division of AdulrEducation and others served the purposes for which it'
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was intended. Consensus was achieved on 138 statements of Competency-
Based -Adult E4ucation, and the survey's mid-point 'data was used ti)
assist in developing small group session activities at the Workshop. In
summary, the Delphi's importance may be considered in terms of the
following factors: '/ ,

Forty-nine State Directors of Adult Education responded to at least
One 'i d' the Delphi Questionnaires which demonstrated both high'
participant motivation and a legitimate concern' for Competency-
Based Adult Education.
Eleven issues of concern with CBAE were addressed in 65 statements
(138 individual items); 28 of which (16" percent) showed a degree of
diversity sizeable enough to discuss further.
Quantitative and qualitative data on CBAE hag been amassed for
continued analysis: statistical applications as well 'as the examination.,
of over 450 written comments/statementi.
A functional definition of. CBAE as well as statements on State'
planning, legislation, elementary and dsecondary relationships to
OW, and USOE facilitation functions were evolved-directly from .
the Delphi-.

and

` Many areas of CBAE requiring fUrther 'study and research haVe been

The USOE Workshop on Adult Competency Education is new history.
Who will remember? those who participated; who will .benefit?. thoie -
whom they serve.

.
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The National Workshop on,40 Adult Competency Education began on the
mornings ofTebruary 22 with welcomes from a number of friends of adult
education. Among this group were br. Joe Rivet, Executive Director of
the' Division of Academic Programs, Louisiana State Department of
Education; Honorable John N. John, III, Louisiana State Representative;
and Dr, Anthony Chimento, Executive Assistabt Superintehdent for
InstruCtion; Jeffetion Parish, Public School System..

Plenary Session IChairperson Paul V. Deicer then introduced the:
participants-to the purposes and possibilities of the4norkshop. Following
various announcements condensing workshop related business, the panic-
ipants, adjourned to ten group Sessions to examine and discuss the five
competency-based adult education (CBAE) issues presented in part I.

t- Group sessions were facilitated and recorded by the following persons
(respectively): Group' A Dr. John Boulmetis, University of Rhode..
Island and Dr. Carroll Towey, Division cof Adult Education, USOE;
Gr-oup BGerardo Franciosa; NiagareFalls, New York, Adult E:duca-
tion and Dr. Grace Hewell, Division of Adult Education, USOE;\Group

.cDr. Sam Dauzat, Northern Louisiana Technical University
Elaine Shelton, ,APL Project, University of Texas: Group pGary
Conti, Spoon River, Illinois, College and M. Eldon Schultz, Division. or
Aduftl4Education, USOE; Group EDr. Charles Stalfont National
Institute of Education and George Blassingame, DiviSion of Adult
Education, USOE: Group Jaffee, Department of Housing and
Urban, Development and Dr. Geiald Randall,(Diviiiim of Adult Education,
USOE; Group, GDr. Gene Tucker, ,Office of Planning Budgeting and
Evaluation, USOE and David Leavitt, Division 'of Adult Education,
USOE; Group. H Dr. Carroll Londoner, Virginia Commonwealth Uni-
versity and Dr. JaCk Grisham, Division of Adult Education,. USOE;
Group "/,,Lana Muraskin, National Institute of Education atid Raymond
Cawrenson, s-HEW Regional OfficeSan Francisco; Group fPenny
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Richardson, Lifelong.. n Project and Dr, Roy barrio, Division
Adult Education'

Plenary SAssion t -was chaired by James Parker,' who updiftd...
participants once state-of-the-scene nationally. In Fiscal Year 1978 over
150 projects are utilizing some $8 million of Federal, State and local/undo
for CBAE research, : development and staff training. Forty-three States .

are now involved in these efforts.
This session included a presentation tty Dr. Paul Taylor on his Delphi

Study. Results. Dr. Joan n-Fischer also presented the State of the Scene in
CBAE Research (set parts II and HI of this report). /.1

Before adjournment, participants were requested to fill out a survey
instrument develoPed.from the groi, sessionslearlier in the day.

On Feb 23:the ten groups reconvened to further develop responses
,to the five iss es.

The work op luncheon featuied Alfred Lamnon, Pres ent of a
Lafayette h oil enterprise and a Well-Imovr stOryteller. Tegroup was
entertained .b a few tall tales, told in the Cajun style. ,

the aftein o n was devoted to4,presentations.on the State of the Scene
n "CBAEIn vation

One of the workshop objectives was to '.itssist pfirticipants in their
awareness of innovative programs and projects in Other parts of the
country. In choosing' the following nixie prOjects,:, the planning groups'
attempted to giVe recognition to the diversity of efforts in CBAE, and to
also give attention to statewide and multilState competency activities.

1 4,

Presentation 1:
-ComprehensivkAppraich to Literacy gdittation in North

Chairperson: ,
Dr. Joe Widenhouse
Professor of Education
Appalachian State Univerity

Panelists:
Dr. Henry Goodman
North Carolina A & T University
Dr. Lin Compton
North Caroling State University
Dr. Leonard Lilly
East Carolina University

Through joint funding by the State Office of AB and CETA, North'
Carolina is implementing a.conununity-based pilot prc ject in adult literacy

' at five sites in the State. The objective of this year-long effort fs to design
and test a- new approach alined at mobilizing all relevant resources for
effecting significant change in the level and extent of adult illiteracy.

Major features of the project are: a'proceos approach to mobilizing and
organizing community leadership' to take greater 'responsibility for the

-;"
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.program, the provision and training of a comprehensive paid professional
staff, an emphasis on volunteers as tutors and helpers in program roles,
the development and testing of wftmctional literacy-oriented curriculum,
and the
Progr'am

:1 It II '4 of the university's role in relation to local staff and
velopment.

'Presentation 2:
"1...onisiana Statewide. Aisessment of Adult EducatiOn Needs in Indus;
try, Business, Labor and Government Agencies".

0 Chairperson: .

L-. Glenn Gossett
Adult and Community Education
Louisiana Department of Education /

rge Broussard
WI Marine, Inc,

Lockport, L4uisiana
.The alreau of Adult/and CominunityEducatiOn of the Loilisiana State

Department of Education has recently funded a special project.to conduct
a statewide survey of industry; business, labor, and governmental
agencies to determine the needs and interest for 'adult educatiqn :programs
for their undereducated employees. Where sufficient interest existed from
managernent and employees, the local parish adult education supervisors
could establish satellite- classes.on an in-plant, in-house, or job-site basis.
It is anticipated as a result.Of this stufey.and subsequent implementation
of those .results, there will be -a substantial increase of the enrollment in
adult education daises. It

-
Presentation .3:

-Illinois- Statewide CBAE Staff Development"
Chairperson:

'glary Conti
Director of Continuing Education

., Spoon River College, Illinois
Panelists:

Dr. Wayne Files
Piltitctor of Adult Editcation,,,,i__,-

-4-'Elinolibffiecof-Eilucation
Dianne Marinelli
Coordinator of CBAE Staff Development ;

Illinois Office Of Education

Now in. its second year of operation, the Illinois CBAE Staff Develop-
...ment 'Project has trained ABE/GED administrators and instructors in

techniques and processes for integrating CBE into on-going adult pro-
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grarns. New initiatives Tor the project include training of additional. adult
education staff by the project participants and dissemination of the staff
development model.

Presentation 4:
"CBAE in Adult,Correctional Institutions"

Chairperson: ,

Dr. Robert Pierce
CBAHSD Program
Huntsville, Texas '"

Panelists:
Elvin Lon);
Director.of Adult Education
Missouri State Department of Education..
Jamei Roth"
Adult Continuing Education
Illinois Office of Education

Competency-Based Adult Education (CBAE) is .beginning to make a
significant impact in the field of corrections education for adults. Threepof
the most experienced programs in this area were sepresenteein this
presentationr---the Huntsville, Texas CBAHSD Program, the Missouri
State Corrections System APL Project and the lllin6is State CorrOtions
Program. Each of these programs explained their adaption of API...to the
correctional setting. A dialog on issues allowed the -group participants to
interact with presentors: Issues include the specia4mtds of institutional.-
ized adults who function at Very lOw levels; the lack of CBAE awareness

_ in other State OrreCtions programs; and the difficulty irf Involving
correctional edu ation programs which are not typically in the mainstream's
of the adult ed "on movement.
- ,

;

Presentation 5:
"Practical Tools for Implementing CBE Programs"

Presentop
Donna Lockard
Region X Staff Development Program
Northwest Regional EducationarLaboratory

The purpose of the C ncy-Based Education. Staff Training Project
to develop five mpetency-based staff training workshops. The

orkshops address critical Competencies required of adult education staff4--
ho implement a competency-based educational program including Adult

Performance level instructional objectives and assessment of student
competence.

.Individualized instructional modules provide an alternative to workshop
instruction. The philosophy and methods of competency-based education

,
.
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incorporated in the five workahops and individualized instnictional

Workshop and instructional module titles inCludi:

--Improving Communication
IntrodUctio; to Competency -Ba41 Instruction
--Planking Instruction for CBFJ
Instructor CBFJAPL COrapetencies
Management of CBFJAPL Programs

Region X Staff Development. Coordinators have developed the training
materials with the sponsorship of the Region X Adult Education Staff
Development Program and the. State of California,. Department of
Education.

Presentation 6.'-
."Model Systems to Collect, Evaluate and Disseminate Information on%
CBE Curriculuin and Staff Development" Presentors(

Dr. James Hardison
Director, ICEDS Project
San Diego CoMmunity College District
Barbara Komi-
North Dakota APL clearinghouse

The, projects presented are model systems designed for Californi
`and North ota, but replicable in any State" or local district

Uliliiation mmercial and funde6project sources on curricular
materials and thods, the development of criteria for initial screening, ,
processes for field-testing, and dissemination networks for local levels
are components'of these systems.

-Presentation 7: .

"Making Decisions Relating-to ABE Programs, Based on the Use of
Ali. Functional Competency Measures"

AK.*
PresentOr:

Dr. Tom Mann
Director, APL Program
American College-Testing

Ik, !:

A purpose of any APL instrument is to enable adult educators to make
decisions about learners and instructional programs. ACT has developed

vt five Content Area Measures: one each in Community Resources,
Occupational Knowledge, Consumer 'Economics, Health, and Govern-
ment and Law. Each Content Area Measure is an in-depth assessthent of
skills and knowledge in the .given area, and measures specific, strengths
and weaknesses within thavarea. Data obtained as a result of the
administratiOn of the measures can be used to provide a foundation and
develop policy . and procedures for implementing- decisions relating. to
ABE curricular Programs and learner needs.
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Presentation 8:
"Administrative Issites in CBAE"

Chairperion:
Buddy Lyle .
Director, APL Program '

University of Te;t,as at Aintin
Panelists:

Bob Allen
-Director of Adult Education
Texas EducatiOn Agency
Jim Cates.
Assistant APL Coordinator
Universityalexas
Elaine Shelton
Project Manager, NDN Project
Unversity of Texas
Linda Bayley
Research Associate, APL Project
University of Texas

The University of Texas APL Program has a number of State and
national CBAE enterprises underway this year. Presentors discussed the
competency -based apprOach to AE as an aid to management and
aocountability, the support needed to install CBAE in on-going programs
and its utilization as ah alternatiVe to existing programs. The `value of
inter-agenCy cooperation in CBAE development was also stressed.

Presentation 9:
"Life Skills/Employability Skills for Adults"

Chairpersons:
Mary Reiis
Director of Continuing Education
New York State Education Department
Neil Carr

-Continuing Education
Nevi York State Education, Department

Panelists:
Elliot Lethbridge
Elizabeth Buckley
Phyllis Itzkowitz

The Adkins Life Skills, program, which deals.with affective aspects of
adult learning, has expanded its operations to 20 StateIPresentors
discussed the operation of a local Life Skijls program, provid an update
on national implementation and on new curriculum developments, aid
dialoged with participants on CBAE issues relating to this program.
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At the end of.the day, participants were again asked to fill oui.a survey
instrumsk that reflected the sm group work pn issues:

On February 24, :Paul Delker chairtd,the /final Plenary Session. Bob
Allen, State .Director for 'Adult Education in Texas, discussed with
participants the plans for a CBAE practitioners workshop, held in Austin
June 24-22. .

Mr. Delker then led a discussion of the issue responses developed
during the previous. two days. The issue of possible negative benefits for
CBAE from the K-12 educational community's efforts in minimal,
'Competency testing was discussed. The results of, the discusiion are
reflected in the statement in Part I.

The Workshop was finally adjourned at noon, Feb 24.
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Appendix B. List of Participants

4-

Gweneviene AbramsonS4.,Thomas,
Virgin Islands

Curtis AlexanderLuling, La.
Bob G. AllenAustin, Tex.
Robert ArceneauxLafayette, La.
Sylvia Ba harHato Rey, Pue Rico

Michael P. BenwayLafayett Ind.
George Bertrand Baton Rouge,
James (lackMoscow, Idaho
Luther H. BlackLittle Rock, Ark.
Geiorge BlassingameDallas, Tex.

Linde Bond=Sacramento, Calif.
John Boulmetis Kingston, R.I.
Bobby BoyetBatoirRouge, La.
Clyde Bradley Drumright, Okla.
'John S. BrennanDenver, Colo.

Jerry BrowderRichmond, Va.
J Ned BryanWashington, D.C.
Nerissa BryantMonroe, La.
Elizabe BuckleyGreat Neck, N.Y.
John A.!Caserta Reno, Nev.

linario CastroHato Rey, Puerto
Rico

Richard Causey, Jr.Montgomery, Ala.
Bayard ClarkWashington, D.C.
Sherwood W. ClasenSt. Paul,Minn.
Arthur ClawsonPocatello, Idaho

Steward CollinsMansfield, La.
Frank CommanderC6Iumbia. S.C.

Zty Conti-_,.Springfield, Ill.
CookFrankfort, Ky.

James Corbettalispell, Mont.
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Thelma CornishBaltimore, Md.
Anita Cullen.Luling, La.
Lester V. CziokMinneapolis, Minn.
Sam DauzatRuston, La.
Dolores Dean Washington; D.C.

Paul. V. DelkerWashington, D.C.
Tom R. DudleyRaleigh, N.C.
J. K. EastColurOia, S.C.
Cake EasterNaihville, Tenn.
Jimmy EllisGretna, La.

William FarrellProvidence, R.I.
Joan Fischer-:-Worcester, Mass.
Lucille FischerSt. Paul, Minn.
Harlan L. FordAustin, Tex.
Gerardo FranciosaNiagara Falls, N.Y.

C. B. GarrisonFort Smith, Ark. ta

John UieseMissoula, Mont.
Wayne E. GilesSpringfield, Ill.
Bonnie GioelloCouncil Bluffs, Iowa
Diane GirardDayton, Ohio

Harold GoffBoise, Idaho
Glenn GossettBaton Rouge, La.
Charles Greenhow Elko, Nev.
Mary A. GrefeDes Moines, Iowa
Sallie GrimesWashington, D.C.

Tom GrisbyCorvallis; Oreg.
Jack GrishamPhiladelphia, Pa.
Brent H. GublerSalt Lake City, Utah
David Haggerty --Grand Forks, N. Dak.
James Hardison San Diego, Calif.
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Marvin HartigEvaiisville, Ind.
Catherine HavrileskyTrenton, N.J.
Melinda'flaynesLas Vegas, Nev.
Grace HewellNew York; N.Y,
Leonard R. HillLincoln, Nebr.

Roger omas, 'Virgin Is-
.

Wanda Hole--Miltivilukee, Wis.
Heyward HornsbyColumbia, S.C.
Johnny Howard-;-Oklahoma Cify, Okla.
Helen HuffBoise, Idaho

Myrna G. HugiWashington, D.C.
Carolyn IrvingDayton, Ohio

JohnsonBaton Rouge, La.
terling JohnsonPhoenix, Ariz.
haron JonesWashington, D..C.

lyoeF. Kerr--Montpelier, Vt.
Klem=Glassboro, N.J. ,

Lowell KnightCharleston, W.Va.:
Barbara KorpiDickenson . Dale.

William KramedasN , Del.

Frank 4wrenceWashington,D.C.
Alvin LeachSalem, Oreg.
Willard W. LeeTopeka Kans.
Scott C. LehmanWarren, Ohio
Elliot Lethbridge.- White Plains,

James L,eVineHonolulu, wail..
Edward Lindsey Tucs , Ariz.,
Donna LoclutrclPortland, Oreg.
Carroll LondonerRichmond,
Elvin LongJefferson City, Mo.

Joe LutjeharmsLincoln, Nebr. w
Buddy LyleAustin, Tex.
Thorntonl.ynamGeorgetown, Del.
Erwin J. Macdonald Augusta, Maine
Tom MannIowa City, Iowa

Suellen MarcottLafayette, La.
Diane MarinelliVenice, Ill.
Charlotte MartinMadison, Wis.
Donald MartinGorham, Maine
Phyllis MartinDeRiddle, La.

Robert MarshallWashington, D.C.
Ethel K. MatthewsHarrisburg, Pa.
Pete MauristsenEureka, Mont.
Hugh A. McCorkle Agana, Guam
David S. McCulloughAugusta, Maine

DonaldA: McCune--Sairariento, Calif..
Susan lifselicetillssouia, Mont.
Mae MitagLansing, Mich.
Jerry MillerWash gto: n,.D.C.
Kenneth H. Mills.Xenosha, Wis.

Roy B. MinisDenver, Colo.
Richard.hlitchell Oklahotqa City, Okla.
Lana MurriskinWashingtori, D.C.
Ruth Niekse:--Ithaca, N.Y;
Jerry 0. NeilsenCarson City, Nev.

Clifford C. NorrisSalem, Oreg.
Norvell Nortb,cutt Austin, Tex.
James T. ParkerWashington, D.C.
Bob PierceHuntsville, Tex..
Felix RabaulimanSaipan, Mariana Is-

lands

Gerald RandallKansas City, Mo.
Mary ReissAlbany, N.Y.
Richard RickerWorcester, Mass.
Mary RogersLansing, Mich.
James Rothepringfield,

Marcus Ruger Broomfield, Calif.
John E. RyairHertford, Conn..
Ted SchillingEast Baton Rouge, La.
Aileen SchlefWashingtbn, D.C..
M. Eldon SchultzChicago, Ill.

Jack ScottGreat Falls, Mont.
Vivian ScullDenver, Colo.
Barry SempleTre n, N.J.
Milton ShaunBoun 1,11tah
Elaine Shilti3nAusti Tex.

John t,. Sideris Concord,
Charles SralfordWairliingtnn,D.C.-
Lucy Stromquist,=DcriVerAW.,
Paul TaylorNew York, N.Y!''- '4. °;
John TibbetsSan Francisco; CI'

Carroll ToWeyBoston. Mass.
Thomas TrujilloSafita Fe, N.M.
Gene Tucker, Washington; D.C.
Bob Walden Montgomery,Ala.
Eugene Wheeler Oklahoma City, Okla.

. .

Dorothy Westby GLbsonSaii F isco,
Calif.

Mary G. Williams Indianapolis, In .

Gilbert, WoolardCamden, S:C.
Roger WorthingtonRaleigh, N.C.
Mary WrightLafayette; La.
John K. Wu Ludlow!' Vt.
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